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Great Expectations 

“Cool/—Beavis and Butt-bead, 1993 

Nineteen ninety-three—cool year. Hillary is cool, 

Kramer is tool, Reno is tool, Garry S hand ling is cool. 

Conan is cool; Father Aristide is, too. Stern is cool, Jmus 

is cool. Anne Rice is cool, like Michael Crichton and 

John Grisham. Coolness washes over Home Improvement 

like a busted faucet, surrounds Rosea nne like a shower 

curtain. Murphy s cool, Brett's cool, Shannens cool, 

Scorseses coolness is an ornament. Gus Van Sant's is a 

nose ring, Tim Burton’s is a dagger in the back. Nicolas 

Cage is unruly cool, Stallone is retooled cool, Jeff 

Bridges is nobody's-fool cool. Is Kenneth Branagh cooler 

than Emma? Is Garth Brooks cooler than Guess jeans? Is 

Christian Slater cooler than surfing? 

Power Books are cool, dysfunctional is cool, Suede is 

cool two ways, and Barry Dillcr’s cool is huge. Ted Turn¬ 

er’s cool. Si Newhouse is cool, Rupert Murdoch’s cool. 

Dick Snyder and Judith Regan are fiercely cool, as are 

every one of the Mehtas—Sonny, Ved, Gita and Zubin* 

Ite-T is eponymousLy too!, but no more cool than 

Whitney or Wesley. Conde Nast books that look like 

Robert Mapplethorpe albums are cool. Ditto every spon¬ 

sor on every channel. Reginald Denny is cool, and so is 

Benetton. Rush Linibaugh is as cool as Fergie and Dick 

Cavett and Doc Martens and Marla and Whoppers maIc¬ 

ed-milk balls in a milk box and Del Monte Sloppy Joe 

Sauce, which—according to Dwight, 15, of Cleveland— 

is extremely cool." 

Co-dependency is cool, hubris and Sarajevo are cool, 

as are assisted suicides, firm fannies, claims of parental 

sex abuse, cloning human embryos and shooting hus¬ 

bands while they sleep. 

All this and more is cool. So what is cool? 

Entertainment Weekly, the Grand Inquisitor of cool, 

defined cool in its annual "Cool' issue* 'COOL- 

HOT + X-HYPE, with X being that indefinable some- 

chingestyle, attitude, class — that has the power to 

sw ing the thermostat of popular culture.... ’ 

Not much help. Beware of definitions that include 

the phrase that indefinable something. Beware of house or¬ 

gans for mukibillion-dollar entertainment conglomer¬ 

ates that dump on 'hype,' 

Once, in the thuggish, racist, sexist, crew-cut fifties*— 

the fifties of corporate Stalinism and stupendous military 

stupidity, the fifties chat curiously exploded with Ameri¬ 

can arts and letters—cool made some sense. True, it was 

much complicated by angst, jazz and the smoke of count¬ 

less Chesterfields, but it had a simple core. It meant dis¬ 

sent. It meant 'We re different because we don't agree," 

Lawrence Ferlinghetti and Hubert Humphrey had 

a hard time in the late sixties. So did cool. It was 

leapfrogged by its grungier brother, hip, and throughout 

the seventies it fell flat on its face. Early in the eighties it 

found a new label and staged a comeback—or, rather, a 

partial comeback. It adopted the clothes and hair and 

graphics and sitcoms and kitsch and cultural tics of the 

fifties, but none of that decade’s ideas. You could dress 

like a faceless GM geek from 1958 and still work ro save 

the planet from the pollution caused by GM cars. Cool. 

Ironically, what cool had most despised in the 

fifties—television, because it knew television would al¬ 

ways be Official America’s most powerful weapon—* it 

now embraced. Not all television, of course, just cool 

television* For television, it seemed, had changed, and 

now some of the programs put out by multinational, 

multi bill ion-dollar corporations were cooler than others. 

Some portion of this corporate output was, therefore, 

presumably, dissent. It was for people who said, "We're 

different" or "We don't agree." Pretty cool corporations, 

David Letterman was the cheerleader of cool televi¬ 

sion, During his rise, media windbags wallowed in 

nonsense about Late Night being deconstructed televi¬ 

sion, postmodern television, the birth of video irony. 

Actually, it was just another talk show, albeit one 

whose host had learned, along wfith the rest of his gen¬ 

eration, to distrust television. He and his audience 

shared a delicious guilty secret: They were doing the 

thing all right-thinking people thought was uncool. 

They were on TVt Cool! 

JANUARY mi SPY 5 
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If your yardstick is television—if TV 

is your bedrock reality, your lingua fran¬ 

ca, your lodestar—this looks a lot like 

dissent. It isn't. Acknowledging that 

you're a manipulator or a manipulates 

doesn’t let you off the hook. It isn't 

irony, and it's certainly not dissent. Face 

it, you're a dupe, But hey, that's cook 

In the highly charged political en¬ 

vironment of the eighties, Letter- 

man's cool (the 2,000 pounds of 

onion dip, the pet tricks, the short¬ 

hand Top Ten humor) had an im¬ 

mense influence—especially on “hip," 

alternative television (he., shows 

owned by smaller and more voracious 

multibillion-dollar corporations). It 

was heartland nuttiness free of dis¬ 

turbing social or cultural implica¬ 

tions. AH part of the smarty-pants 

put-on of the silly old box, sure, but 

in its context far more than just en¬ 

tertainment, It was called hip-to-be- 

square, but it was more than that. 

Letterman made it hip to be trivial. 

That aspect of Letterman found a 

fascinating echo in the emergence of 

this magazine. Spy’s 1986 publishing 

plan made much of its admiration 

for Letterman and what it saw as his 

ironic attitude toward his medium. 

It promised "fact-based" humor, 

which in the code of the comedy 

world meant non-seventies humor. 

The anarchic humor of the seventies 

(the spirit of Animal House, which in- 

formed the National Lampoon in its 

heyday, for instance, and the first few 

years of Saturday Night Live) had 

been satire-based, often salacious, 

with fanciful "what if” premises and 

broad anti-authoritarian targets. SPY 

defined itself against its predecessors, 

which it saw as noisy, extreme and 

offensive. Seventies humor had been 

hot, both politically and sexually. 

spy would be cool. 

In the event, the noisy, extreme 

and offensive magnificoes of Wall 

Street, Hollywood and SoHo gave 

SPY enough fact-based humor to get 

it hot, making it anti-authoritarian 

in the only sense that mattered at 

the time—one of the few dissenting 

voices in a media wasteland of pro- 

corporate twaddle. 

In the interim little has disturbed 

the notion that the proper study of 

comedy is the inconsequential side of 

life; as a reward, comedy—sad, de¬ 

pressing word [—has duly taken its 

place at the big table. 

For real dissent, the effect of a cul¬ 

ture wide feshion for the trivial has been 

chilling. Some call it irony, implying a 

weightier purpose to it than it affects. 

Uncool, dude, Irony is dissent in ac¬ 

tion. It's a means of tapering the blunt 

instrument of social frustration into a 

useful weapon. Irony makes anger 

amusing, rage acceptable, indignation 

effective. And though it is sometimes 

confused with cynicism, its dynamic is 

in quite the other direction. 

Hip-to-be-trivial is not lung like 

that. Hip-to-be-trivial is disengage¬ 

ment, pure and simple. It s unam¬ 

biguous non involvement. It's “Dissent 

is too much bother,L It's cool. 

So what is cool? Cord is a perma¬ 

frost of passionless gullibility that 

holds the nation rigid in its status 

quo. Cool is experience-free knowl¬ 

edge, all-knowing ignorance. Cool is 

a generation so conversationally chal¬ 

lenged, so conditioned by one-way 

debates with a piece of furniture, 

that confronted by disagreement, it 

seeks to regulate what the other guy 

can and cannot say. Cool is a society 

that truly believes that a picture of 

Someone expressing an idea is the 

same thing as the idea itself. 

Cool, in fact, is a faith in pictures 

over words so devout that it makes 

reasoned discourse impossible, inter¬ 

pretation self-referential, art irrele¬ 

vant, and the words and ideas that 

govern our polity incomprehensible. 

It doesn’t do much, either, for the 

balance of community and individual 

imperatives that liberty assumes. 

Cool freedom is "my freedom"; cool 

rights are “my rights.’’ 

Cool is a person who governs by 

pictures, votes by pictures, learns by 

pictures, communicates by pictures. 

In short, a barbarian. With one differ¬ 

ence, Real barbarians are, in their 

fashion, free. These barbarians will be 

wholly owned and operated by Bell 

Atlantic—TCI. 

Right after the Gulf War, the sec¬ 

ond-act closer of the great eighties 

musical, this magazine almost died. 

People seemed to suspect that with 

the passing of the decade it would 

pass, too, but ir picked itself up and 

was nursed back to health. Since then 

it has been striving for a new identity, 

a new reason to live. 

It has one. By every measure, 

1993 should have been a year of re¬ 

form and change. Instead the only 

significant Clinton policy initiative— 

health care—is a labyrinth in which 

lobbyists and special interests (the 

cancer cells of democracy) are free to 

roam and multiply. Our living rooms 

flicker with a meaningless puppet- 

show squabble between the so-called 

right and the so-called left. Over our 

heads the government cheerfully 

links arms with telecommunications 

and media monopolies and the 

happy-to- help celebritocracy. Main¬ 

stream magazines tag along, eager to 

be streetwalkers in the city of the fu¬ 

ture. It's one cool world. 

This cool world* not simply its 

endless peccadilloes or reconfigura¬ 

tions of personnel, is Spy’s target. We 

have no interest in being the loyal 

opposition to this new establishment. 

Its antidemocratic power, its arrogant 

assumptions, its fatuous verities, de¬ 

serve to be ridiculed and exposed. 

This spring in a new SPY, re- 

designed, renovated and refurbished, 

we intend to do just that. 

Now more than ever, the nation 

needs a magazine of true dissent. A 

magazine that says, “We don’t agree," 

and can tell you why in a way you’ll 

never forget, 

Do we hate pictures? No—the 

right picture can be as eloquent as the 

right phrase. But we reject the cool 

wisdom thaE magazines can succeed 

only to the degree that they look like 

television shows on pulped wood. 

The hell with that. 

Goodbye, cool world, 
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From the SPY Mailroom 

“I was looking forward to 

experiencing your magazine;19 writes 

Sarah Burton of L.A., capturing the 

delicious anticipation of the moment in 

which she picked up her first issue of spy 

ever (October}. "But as I read the 

letters and your trite little comments 

about your readers, I was annoyed. You 

do realize that they are the ones that 

keep you in business, don't you?" Well, 

sure, Sarah, but not if they only huy one 
issue. She was also outraged by our 

cover photo of Michael Richards; "There 

wasn’t an article or atiytking mentioned 

about Seinfeld\ A very misleading 

cover." In our own defense, we did have 

a major Michael Richards-related 

feature set to run in the October issue, 

hut it had to he held due to space 

constraints. Look foril Problem Child; A 

Celebration" in an upcoming issue. 

As long as we’re clearing up readers’ 

misunderstandings and hurt feelings, we 

ought to state for the record that there 

is nothing in this issue, except for this 

paragraph, about Carly Simon. As L.A.’s 

Bill Fernandez points out, spy was swept 

hy “Carly-mania" in our August issue; 

"She’s in the phony promotional 

supplement, Dave!, and in Party Poop. 

As a loyal subscriber, I would appreciate 

it if you would kindly publish photos of 

Hillary Clinton or Sharon Stone instead 

of Simon. Blackening their teeth with a 

marker never causes hand cramps." 

Whoa there, Bill. You put that marker 

dawn and leave the comedy to the 

professionals. But to his credit, Bill 

confirmed what we’ve suspected all 

along; that the Dave! supplement was 

phony. As we said in this space in 

October, some people—people with too- 

easy access to fax machines—couldn’t 

quite accept that. They still can’t, if 

David and Priscilla and Kathy and 

Reeves and Andrea of Warwick, Rhode 

Island, are any indication. Recently, well 

into the run of David Letterman’s CBS ► 
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l disagree with your contention that; 

the 1980s ended with the Crash of 

'87 [ The Far Years: Highlights from 

a Historical Highpoint,” by Larry 

Doyle, October] That was merely the 

beginning of the end—the recession 

predicted to begin immediately 

didn’t start for at least another two 

years, and the RJR Nabisco buyout, 

the largest of the so-called Greed 

Decade, took place a year after the 

crash. 

My nomination for the end of the 

1980s would be the week in February 

1990 in which (1) Ivana Trump and 

the Donald split up and (2), more im¬ 

portant, Drexel Burnham Lambert 

declared bankruptcy. That was the 

end of the end. 

Da n iel Case 

West A mherst. New York 

Truth be told, Mr, Case, we're starting to 

believe that the 1980s ended in July 

1980, when (I) Ronald Reagan hopelessly 

tainted the conservative cause by choosing 

George Bush as his running mate and (2)t 

more important, Xanadu, Olivia Newton- 

John's follow-up to Grease, opened to terri¬ 

ble reviews and poor box office. 

Thanks for the 1980s time line. The 

U.S. Office of Personnel Management 

(the federal bureaucracy that will have 

no regulations if government is "rein¬ 

vented”) scares in its newsletter that 

11,400 air-traffic controllers were 

fired in 1981. No need for you to 

classify this mass firing of govern¬ 

ment workers as a mere ■"dismissing,” 

or co assert that only 5,000 con¬ 

trollers were affected, Heck, if the 

federal government is gracious 

enough to "waive some require¬ 

ments...concerning reinstatement of 

employees fired for cause,'1 you should 

at least take on Joe Queenans attitude 

in his In Search of Arrogance [Octo¬ 

ber] and classify this mass firing as 

another triumph for that economic 

model known as trickle-down. After 

all, at least 3,000 of the fired con¬ 

trollers wane to return co Uncle Sam’s 

embrace, despite the fact that the 

FA A is under a hiring freeze and only 

expects to hire about 200 controllers a 

year after the freeze is lifted. So it will 

take only 15 years for those 3,000, 

out of the original 11,400 fired 12 

years ago, to have their former jobs 

trickle back down to them—what a 

fond reminder of the go-go 1980s 

that will linger into the next century! 

Philip Bolus 

Washingtont D.C. 

Firstt we only asserted that Reagan dis¬ 

missed 5.000 controllers on August 5. 

Second, tie it-ill grudgingly refrain from 

pointing out that fired and dismissed are 

synonyms, lest you classify this response to 

your letter as a mere lireply.Hl 

In your rundown of ch e current 

whereabouts of 1980s icons, you men¬ 

tion that Pac-Man’s peak came when 

he was named Time s Man of the Year, 

Actually, that was the September 

1982 issue ol Mad chat bestowed rhat 

honor. (That was satire. Get it?) Tim, 

however, did name the computer 

“Machine of the Year," which may 

have been an equally stupid move. 

Ron Rudle 

Nashville, Tennessee 

The mistake was the Encyclopedia of 

Pop Culture L not ours. But, frankly, in 

late 1982 we were fkebasing so much that 

we couldn’t tell Cracked from U.S, News 

Si World Report, 

Gins r Prozac 
As a 1990s college srudenr, I just 

wanted to say that SPYs 1993 College 

Guide [October] made me positively 
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program and well past the time when it 

should have become obvious that he was 

not answering fates from viewers, this 

group sent a three-page, illustrated 

document to our faux Dave!-o-fax that 

said, among other things, "'What did Al 

smell like?,” “Can 1 get a job?” and 

“We want to have your children, 

Dave!!!" One thing this group has going 

for it, however—their letterhead is only 

slightly misleading; from a couple a 

BORED STUPID PEOPLE. 

We’ve gotten a few reactions to 

the article in our October college guide 

about Prozac (“Soma Kind of 

Wonderful,” by Larissa MacFarquhar), 

only one of which is a seven-page 

missive that included, “Let's just say 
that Ms. MacFarquhar went too far-far- 

far. Too far into fiction. Too far from the 

facts. Just too, too, too MacFar-Far- 

Farquhar.’1 Randall McDonald’s rich 

Joycean wordplay so intoxicated us that 

we almost didn't notice his injunction to 

contact the “Citizens Commission on 

Human Rights,” a well-known front 

organization for the Church of 

Scientology. Leaving aside for just a 

moment all matters Dranetiit's worth 

noting that while Mr. McDonald read 

our piece as pro-Prozac, another reader 

complained about our aittkProiac bias. 

Somewhere Akira Kurosawa is 

laughing—and not just at McDonald's 

hilarious “MacFar-Far-Farquhar” quip, 

either. 

Baltimoreans Caroline Payson and 

Ned Baiba have some questions about our 

response to one of Greg Teta's questions 

(Letters to SPY, October). “Was it a fact- 

checker eager to get to lunch who came 

up with the date of November 21,1%3, 

12:30 p.m. CST, as the moment you 

became such assholes? Or was it an eerie 

premonition that gripped you 30 years 

ago, exactly 24 hours before President 

Kennedy's assassination? Having checked 

our handy copy of the Report of the 
Warren Commission on the Assassination 
of President Kennedy, we're just 

curious," Caroline, Ned, we are sadly 

disappointed by your letter. It never fails 

to surprise us that, even now, there are 

people out there who believe the Warren 

Commission. D 

sick, I lived in a dorm (on a loosely 

RAred coed hall, no less) my freshman 

year, but I got the hell out because I 

didn't: think I was allowed to do any¬ 

thing. Now I live in my own apart¬ 

ment, and sure, 1 can get stoned four 

nights a week, bur the last thing I 

needed to read was what I’m still miss¬ 

ing. Tanker trucks of “bee"? Prozac? 

Dirty pictures? Homophobia? Racism? 

Murder? And I thought I was experi¬ 

encing college Life, Maybe HI have to 

move back into the dorm next year. 

By the way, what was all that Latin 

stuff supposed to mean? 

Elaine Wilson 

B lacksbmg, Virginia 

With a degree in classical languages 20 

years behind me, I still can’t translate 

dis all ter visit m in your college guide. 

The problem is dis, which can mean 

rich or asunder, apart or in a 

different direction" (rendering aider re¬ 

dundant}; or, with a capital d, “Pluto" 

(masculine, not agreeing with the 

neuter visum). So is it "a rich thing seen 

[or seems] otherwise,” "elsewhere [aiiu- 

hi would be better here] it seems differ- 

entf or "the Devil is seen otherwise1? 

Liza A It man 

New York 

The phrase means "The gods decreed other¬ 

wise, ' hi from the Aeneid, book IL in 

which Virgil explains why some class teal - 

language grads can't perform basic trans¬ 

lation. 

Make that L4? 'Actual College Courses 

for Beavises and Butt-heads' [Octo¬ 

ber]. Beloit College offers "The Art of 

Magic" (Theater Arts 250W.AI): 

"This is the study of the history and 

uses of magic. Included will be bi¬ 

ographies of selected magicians; types 

of magic; the performance of magic as 

a communications skill; magic as 

therapy.” 

Andrew McVie 

Beloit, Wisconsin 

other voices, outer letters 
Loved your September '93 parody of 

The New Yorker—bloody brilliant! I 

particularly enjoyed your retro spec- 

Free Getaway Gear 
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rive of future New Yorker covers. 

Keep up the good work, and remem¬ 

ber—one if by land, two if by sea, 

Jim Vaseleck 

New Hope, Pennsylvania 

I first became a fan of Joe Queenan s 

high-quality verbiage ["How Do the 

English Survive?" and A Day in the 

Life of Johnny Brit," September, and 

"In Search of Arrogance/ October] 

when i read his review of Robert 

Ludlum’s The Bourne Uhi mat am in 

The Wall Street journal. Ever since, 

everything I've read of his has been 

at least worth the paper it's printed 

on, if not substantially more! He s 

one of a very few writers whose 

name on the cover oi a magazine 

compels me to buy it, regardless of 

the subject matter 

Mike Turner 

Atlanta. Georgia 

This is in response to Roy Blount 

Jr. s regret that so few people want 

to solve his Un-British Crossword 

Puzzle [September]. J subscribed to 

spy for more than one reason, but 

the most important one turns out to 

have been the enjoyment I get out of 

the puzzles. 1 would love to work 

one every day, but I understand it’s 

an underpaid profession. 

Pat Smith 

Springfield, Illinois 

What do you mean, underpaid? You can 

make big money in the privacy of your 

own home solving Mr Blount's puzzles. 

Cool experiment to try: Read pages 22 

and 24 in the October 1993 Fine Print 

without reading the previous page. An 

Andy Rooney column in spy! 

Hi la Sims 

Boca Raton. Florida 

Here's another one: Cut out all the words 

in the October Fine Print and rearrange 

them in random order. It’s an Abe 

Rosenthal column! 

You scrimpit, scurfy sons of schiz- 

onts! I ll play Scrabble with anyone 

on your staff, give you a 50-point 

handicap and ten extra minutes on 

the chess clock, and promise only to 

use words that are understandable to 

the likes of you ["Fire in a Crowded 

Theater," by J. P. Olson, October]. 

(You pay the airfare to New York, 

and if f lose. I II reimburse you.) 

Then we'll talk about IQs, 

Helaine Garren 

Portlandt Oregon 

We wouldn't dare play you, Air. Gar¬ 

ren. After all, you were the only reader 

smart enough to discern that our article, 

ostensibly a mere list of interesting ethnic 

and race words found in the Scrabble 

dictionary„ was actually intended as a 

1962-1966 
THE GREATEST HITS FROM THE BEATLES' EARLY YEARS TOGETHER 

ON COMPACT DISC FOR THE FIRST TIME! 

LOVE ME DD 

PLEASE PLEASE ME 

FROM ME TO YOU 

SHE LOVES YOU 

I WANT TO HOLD 
YOUR HARD 

ALL MY LOVING 

CAN'T BUY ME LOVE 

A HARD DAY'S NIGHT 

ANO I LOVE HER 

EIGHT DAYS A WEEK 

I FEEL FINE 

TICKET TO RIDE 

YESTERDAY 

HELP! 

YOU'VE GDT TO HIDE 
YOUR LOVE AWAY 

DAY TRIPPER 

DRIVE MY CAR 

NORWEGIAN WOOD 
{THIS BIRD HAS FLOWN) 

NOWHERE MAN 

MICHELLE 

WE CAN WORK IT OUT IN MY LIFE 

PAPERBACK WRITER 

ELEANOR RIGBY 

YELLOW SU8MAHINE 

EACH RE MASTERED DOUBLE CD OR DOUBLE CASSETTE INCLUDES A 4-COLOR BOOKLET 

FEATURING LYRICS AND RARE PHOTOS. 

JUI Traci.* P:rod d.c*fl ilprlui 

*WI APPLE COfl* LIS. uNfrLA EMLIeMVE IFtilAM, ill! PEtCMlHi L> D 
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grave insult directed at Scrabble cranks 

the world over. 

Please pledge to print one photo¬ 

graph of naked male genitalia for 

every gratuitous female boob or 

crotch shot. Why is it only women 

Tpo 

Turn Leads Into Gold With SPY’S 

As part of our effort to report the 

latest, hottest stories, we at SPY rely 

on tips phoned in by civic-minded 

readers. Now, in the hope of en¬ 

couraging more tipping, SPY has 

endowed its own 900 number, the 

SPY Dish-line™. 

The procedure is simple; Readers 

with a story to share can dial 

1-901KTELL-ALL relate the perti¬ 

nent details and leave a name and a 

number where they can be reached. 

We will, of course, oblige tippers 

who don't want their name near 

any story that eventually sees print. 

The cost of the call is 99 cents per 

minute—just enough to cover our 

expenses—and any tip we use will 

be paid for at the usual spy con¬ 

tributor’s me. Callers should be at 

least years of age. 

you must humiliate? 

Heidi Uppgaard 

M inmapolis, M in msota 

No photo we hare ever run has been gra¬ 

tuitous. We nevertheless once printed a 

photo of naked male genitalia. Does that 

mean we get a freebie? 

SPY welcomes letters from its readers, Ad¬ 

dress correspondence to spy, The SPY 

Buildingf 5 Union Square West, New 

Yorkr N. Y. 10003, Typewritten letters 

are preferred. Please include your daytime 

telephone number. Letters may be edited for 

length or clarity. 

THE GREATEST HITS FROM THE BEATLES' LATER YEARS TOGETHER 
ON COMPACT DISC FOR THE FIRST TIME! 

STffAWBERflY FIELDS 
FOREVER 

PENNY LANE 

SGT. PEPPER S LONELY 
HEARTS CLUB BAND 

WITH A LITTLE HELP 
FROM MY FRIENDS 

LUCY IN THE SKY WITH 
DIAMONDS 

A DAY IN THE LIFE 

ALL YOU NEEO IS LOVE 

I AM THE WALRUS 

HELLO, GOODBYE 

THE FOOL ON THE HILL 

MAGICAL MYSTERY TOUR GET BACK 

LADY MADONNA 

HEY JUDE 

REVOLUTION 

BACK IN THE U.S.S.R 

WHILE MY GUITAR 
GENTLY WEEPS 

OB-LA-DI, 08-LA OA 

DON’T LET ME DOWN 

THE BALLAD OF 
JOHN AND YOKO 

OLD BROWN SHOE 

HERE COMES THE SUN 

COME TOGETHER 

SOMETHING 

OCTOPUS'S GARDEN 

LET IT BE 

ACROSS THE UNIVERSE 

THE LONG AND 
WINDING ROAD 

EACH RE-MASTEREO DOUBLE CD OR DOUBLE CASSETTE INCLUDES A 4-COLOR BOOKLET 

FEATURING LYRICS AND RARE PHOTOS. 

All Truth* Produced fi| DvarQn Miriii 
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The Industry 

Rotten tn tie lore 
Hollywood’s relief over the Michael Jackson 

scandal eclipsing the Heidi Fleiss scandal seems laced to be 

short-lived. A piece in October's Premiere magazine, exoner¬ 

ating Michael Nathanson and Columbia and painting them as vic¬ 

tims of the evil mastermind Heidi, was to be the last word. A 

source told me as long as two months ago that Columbia executives 
were counting on the article. Indeed, it read as though it had been writ¬ 

ten by Columbia’s publicity head, wunderkind Mark Gill. Shortly after 

its publication, Giii fired Doug Taylor, his second in command, whom he 

had long suspected of being the 

source of the leaks linking Columbia 

to the scandal. Actually, Gill was 

wrong. Instead of looking sideways, 

he should have looked up and out. A 

prime suspect would have been a for¬ 

mer Columbia chief executive who 

wanted to deflect the investigation 

away from himself. 

That Heidi was just a small cog in 

the wheel of a much larger criminal 

apparatus, and that her arrest was en¬ 

gineered and directed by the LAPD’s 

Organized Crime Intelligence Divi¬ 

sion, are faces I neglected to mention 

when I wrote about Fleiss in Us (the 

October issue) and spy (November). 

The idea of blowing an ongoing in¬ 

vestigation just didn’t sit well with 

me as a former cop. The Organized 

Crime Intelligence Division, which 

takes great pride in keeping orga¬ 

nized crime out of everyday life in 

L.A.—if nor out of the boardrooms— 

is specifically investigating mob- 

money laundering by some of the 

denizens of Movieland. 

The police have subpoenaed quite 

a hefty supply of banking records, 

though, and by the end of this year a 

number of weil-knowrn figures in 

Hollywood should get to know the 

inside of the L.A, County lockup 

up close and personal—like. The next 

issue of spy will feature a story on the 

whole investigation, 

Don Simpson, who has not pro¬ 

duced anything since signing a five- 

year contract in 1991 with Disney, is 

adopting a more ascetic lifestyle. Re¬ 

cently, two of Heidi Fleiss’s former as¬ 

sociates attempted to gain access to 

a party being 

held at Simpson’s 

home but were 

stopped at the 

door by Simpson 

himself, ‘You’re 

too hot to come 

to my parties 

now/’ he told 

them, though 

there were other j' 

hookers there at 

the time. One of 

the banned syba- ; 

rites tried to t\ 

argue the point 

but eventually 

left. The next 

day, tire-biter-to- 

the-stars Antho¬ 

ny Pellicano ap* 

peared at her 

door and threat¬ 

ened her. 

One Holly¬ 

wood mogul told 

me that mean¬ 

while, 

extraordinary step of asking Disney 

chairman Jeffrey "Sparky” Katzenberg 

to run Paramount if QVC prevails. 

Paramount has taken the even more 

extraordinary step of reducing this 

year’s bonuses in an attempt to bolster 

its bottom line. 

Some Hollywood producers would 

consider any degree of stability at 

Paramount a blessing. The numerous 

permutations in executive authority over 

the last few years have one old-time pro¬ 

ducer submitting dailies addressed 

To whom it may 

concern,’ Para¬ 

mount s being 

put into play 

has only added 

to the indeci¬ 

siveness; basically 

at 1 projects are on hold. 

On a lighter note, 

Columbia’s much-bally- 

booed musical ex¬ 

travaganza Utl Do 

/Inything, starring Nick 

Nolte, has been a source of 

amusement. The movie is 

now scheduled for a Febru¬ 

ary release as a nonmusi- 

cal, but a bootleg audio- 

cassette of the origi¬ 

nal cast album has 

been making the 

Piom Dm putx out the trash rounds* One post- 

production execu- 

Simpson banished two of Heidi’s 

associates, declaring, “You’re too 

hot to come to my parties now" 

over at 

Paramount, members of the inner cir¬ 

cle have all arranged golden parachutes 

for themselves and air-sickness bags for 

everyone else, and that no matter who 

is successful in taking over Paramount, 

president and COO Stanley Jaffe is his¬ 

tory. Barry DiHer has already taken the 

tive at Columbia 

likes to play the 

track of Nolte 

singing the title 

song, while ob¬ 

serving incredu¬ 

lously, "Can you believe this shir?1' 

Sparky Katzenberg, who is scheduled 

to begin filming / Love Trouble^ star¬ 

ring Nolte and Julia Roberts, is not 

amused. Rumors that Mortons plans 

to play the tape on Monday nights are 

without merit. —John Connolly 

14 SPY JANUARY 1994 
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Column 

You know the feeling: a friend calls, says he 

has two tickets to see Wynton Marsalis at the Blue Note, the 

11:00 p,m+ show, Thursday night. Fantastic4 you gasp, mindful 

of what a national treasure the solemn young trumpeter, archivist and 

cultural point man has become. You love jazz, you absolutely love 

jazz; its black classical music, after all—the only truly American art 

form—and you ve always wished you had more time to devote to ’Trane, 

Miles and Bird, YouVe always been awed by the technical virtuosity of 

these music titans; you've always had so much respect lor their 

integrity, for their refusal to sell out 

and play three-chord rock nnT roll just 

for the money. You sided with Wynton 

jo his alleged feud with Branford-- 

taking that gig on The Tonight Show 

was one thing, but playing with 

Sting was beyond the pale. 

Oh, yes, you'd love to join your 

friend Thursday night... but 

but...well, there's that 7:30 a.m, 

meeting on Friday, and parking is 

kind of tight in the Village, and 

being in a smoke-filled room isn't 

really good for your asthma, and, oh 

yeah. Mom's coming up for the 

weekend. So you beg oft. 

But after you put down the 

phone, you know that its time to be 

honest with yourself. Yon didn't re¬ 

ally blow off a chance to see Wynton 

because of your job, or your asthma, 

or Mom s visit, or out of fear that 

your car would get broken into. You 

blew off your friend because deep 

down inside, gnawing away in your 

bosom, is an ugly, horrible secret 

that you dare not share with anyone 

else—even though everybody else in 

the country shares ic, 

Jazz sucks. 

Admit it and you'll feel a whole 

lot better. You've never had the 

slightest interest in an art form dom¬ 

inated by guys named Toots and 

Dizzy and Philly joe Something-or- 

Other, From the first time you heard 

Art Tatum playing "Tea for Two,” 

you’ve always felt that jazz is a dip- 

shit idiom that chomps the big one. 

Talk about hokey: The same week 

that Wynton is playing at the Blue 

Note, Herbie Mann and Jasil Brazz 

are playing at the Vanguard, and 

some jumbo-size trumpet player 

named Freddie Hubbard is squawk¬ 

ing out a bunch of bogus sambas 

at the Village Gate, 

week, Bucky Pizzareli 

and Maynard Fergu¬ 

son will be at 

Fat Tuesday^ 

with Illinois 
Jacqmet and 

Gerry Mulli¬ 

gan, playing a 

cribuce to the 

mighty Thelo- 

nious Monk- If 

its noc Son¬ 

ny Sharrock and 

Sonny Stitt honor¬ 

ing the late, great 

Sun Ra at the 

Knitting Factory, 

its Donald Byrd 

honoring Char¬ 

lie Byrd at Bird- 

land. Names wise, 

jazz is, like, El- 

mersville. 

With one or two exceptions — 

Coltrane, Miles-qazz is an art form 

that has always been dominated by fat 

old men in sunglasses and ridiculous 

suits playing songs with names like 

"Goodbye Pork Pie Hat and 

EpistrophyT And talk about role 

models: The most famous jazz musi¬ 

cian of them all was a tubby old 

trumpet player who ended up singing 

"Hello, Dolly]" with Streisand while 

wiping his forehead with a soggy 

handkerchief like some lard-butt um¬ 

pire at Wrigley Field on Nickel Beer 

Night. The sccond-mosc-famous jazz 

musician was a self-anointed duke 

who wrote ghastly songs like "Satin 

Doll.” The third-most-famous jazz 

musician was an emaciated junkie 

who used ro play 

with his back to 

the audience 

and occasion¬ 

ally sprayed 

the folks in 

the front row 

while spit¬ 

ting into his 

instrument. 

The list of 

deadbeats goes 

on and on. Scan 

Getz? Junkie. 

Cher Baker? 

Junkie. Charlie 

Parker? Junkie. Oscar 

Peterson? Far, old, bor¬ 

ing ivory-tinkler. 

Jazz musicians always act 

like they're doing you a big favor 

just by being there. They play 32- 

minute sets, including encores, and 

“ " " " spend half the 

With few exceptions, jazz is an 

art form that has been dominated 

by fat old men in sunglasses 

time haranguing 

you because you 

don't come more 

often, don't lis¬ 

ten co WBGO 

and never bought 

their watershed 1962 album Out of 

the Bop and Into the Cool, which had 

tracks like "Chitlins Con Carne" and 

"Happy Feet Blues," with liner 

notes by Nat Hencoff or Leonard 

Feather. They make you feel guilty 

because you don't own more CDs by 

16 spit January 
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the Nickelodeon 

processing phut, it’s the all-new 

Nickelodeon Home Video Collection. From 

now on you'll be able to watch your favorite 

Nick shows any time you want —morning noon or night 

r* ri jfTO ; 3! 



digitally impaired dead Belgians 

named Django; make fun of Elvis 

and Nirvana; then rip into a 27- 

minute version of ' Someday My 

Prince Will Come,’ And they ex¬ 

pect you to be grateful. 

Admit it: Jazz is Cornball 

Canyon, At least rock stars with 

jerkwater names like Bill Wyman or 

Bill Bailey have the good sense to 

disappear inside a band called the 

Rolling Stones or change their names 

to Axl. And they never, ever call 

themselves things like Michael Stipe 

and the Rock Messengers. But jazz 

musicians actually think its cool to 

name the band after a Cannonball 

Adderley or a Herbie Mann or a Her¬ 

bie Hancock, Face it: An art form 

that has more than one Herbie in it 

is an art form that’s in big trouble. 

Snobs are always jumping on 

rock n’ roll be¬ 

cause it’s a bas¬ 

tard genre that 

is large enough 

and amorphous 

enough to in¬ 

clude Lesley 

Gore, Jim Cro¬ 

ce, the Monkees, 

Michael Bolton and both Hall and 

Oates. Oh, so jazz is a big improve¬ 

ment? Isn't Andre Previn a jazz mu¬ 

sician? Isn't Chuck Mangione a jazz 

musician? Wasn’t Bing Crosby a 

jazz musician? How about all that 

Claude Bolling jazz-meets-classieaf 

horseshit? And didn t Neil Dia¬ 

mond star in a movie called The 

Jazz Singer'? 
And then there's Mel Tor me. Rock 

’nf roll stars have nicknames like 

Killer, the Thin White Duke, the 

Motor City Mad Man and the 

Wicked Pickets and say things like 

"Hello, Cleveland; are you ready to 

rock and roll?" or "Father.,.! want 

to kill you," Jazz stars have nick¬ 

names like the Velvet Fog and say 

things like “It don't mean a thing 

if it ain’t got that swing.' Every 

year Mel Tor me gives interviews in 

which he bemoans rhe deaths of 

Jerome Kern, George Gershwin and 

Irving Berlin and the artistic 

eclipse of Johnny Mercer, Then he 

lists the working songwriters he 

most admires: Barry Manilow, Janis 

Ian, Billy Joel, Stevie Wonder. 

Jesus, Mel, how could you leave out 

Marvin Hamlisch? 

So come clean and admit that 

the real reason you didn’t take that 

ticket was pure dread, the primal 

fear that halfway through his set 

Wynton would announce that he’s 

going to do a medley of such clas¬ 

sics as “Stella by Starlight,’1 “Girl 

i rom Ipanema1' and "A-Tisket A- 

Tasket.’’ Admit that you're afraid 

one of your friends will see you 

coming out of a club where the 

band has just finished a two-hour 

rendition of “April in Paris" after 

inviting a bunch of "special guests" 

up onto the stage. Inevitably, these 

guests will include a sideman 

named Snooky, 

a session man 

named Red and 

a Repeat named 

Chick. Admit 

that the rea¬ 

son you turned 

down the ticket 

was the paralyz¬ 

ing fear thac at some point in his 

set Wynton would start lecturing 

you about Sidney Bechet or Dexter 

Gordon, and threaten to go to 

France or Denmark and change his 

name to Rashad or Pharaoh if you 

don't buy another $12 margarita or 

a $20, cutting-edge CD titled The 

Amazing Marsalises Play the Stan¬ 

dards: Vol. IV. Admit that you 

begged off because you wouldn't 

want to be seen dead in a room 

where the bass player takes 20 min¬ 

utes to get through his solo on 

"Autumn Leaves," knowing full 

well that you'd still have to suffer 

through the drummer’s 12-minute 

cowbell solo on ' Round About 

Midnight" and the clarinetist's 19^ 

minute solo on 'My Funny Valen¬ 

tine,’' These aren't a few of your fa¬ 

vorite tilings; these aren’t a few of 

anybody's favorite things. So forget 

about taking the A train; take five, 

—Joe Queen an 

So what's (be story 

with all these \irk videos, 

anyway? 

Hell, there’s Ben ami 

Stimpy tapes. Bn tarots 

tapes, lopes of IKhi£. 

Elen (opes that feature 

the best of SNICK. 

They're all put together 

in ways you Ye never 
Seen before, ami enrh 

includes more djeaf Staff 

like “Inside Out Bov" 

or “Ask Dr St upid!* 

So ertilse on out ami 

pieli up some tapes 

today. They'Ve the most 

useful things to watch 

Niek with since eyeballs. 

;\nd nli y<**h. look for 
new He ii md Stimpy 

ilfatim/Aoii teiliotr SONY 

©1913 Nkfceigdegn. All righls reseJVeci Nichelotieuh. 
NicktMflS, The- Ran and Slimpy Show. [Joug Hugrati. and all 
related eharadars am trademark owned and licensed for 
Uie try Nickelodeon, a cable cbarnei owned end operakd by 
Viacom InternnEJiDfial Inc. SONY WONOtH and ewoimv 

ere Trademarks of Saity Corporation 
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Rock 'n’ roll stars have 

nicknames like the Motor City 

Mad Man. Jazz stars have 

nicknames like the Velvet Fog. 



“It is theoretically possible to meet your 

Recommended Daily Allowance needs by 

eating massive quantities of junk food," 

says Evelyn Tribole, R.D., a self-de¬ 

scribed dietitian to the stars based in 

Beverly Hills. "Bat you really need to 

eat from a variety of food sources.’1 

No problem. 

Using the chart below, you can 

plan complete meals from a!i five 

basic food groups that give you 

Riboflavin 
Vitamin C 
Thiamine 
Iron 
Niacin 

150 Hershey’s 
Kisses 

(4 kisses = 4% 
RDA) 

18 ll-oz. cans 
Campbell’s Macho 
Cheese Soup.Dip 

[4 oz. = 2% RDA] 

17 Morningstar Farms 
Zero-Cholesterol Real Egg 

Product Scramblers 
(1 egg - 6% RDA) 

8& casseroles Betty Crocker 
Au Gratfn Potatoes 
04 cup » 2% RDA) 

50 Hostess Twinkles 
(1 Twinkie = 2% RDA) 

3ft 14-02. bags Ruff Fes potato chips 
(1 02. = 2% RDA) 

5 20-02. hags Ore-lda Onion Ringers 
onion rings 

(1 02. = 1% RDA] 

12% Ore-lda Twice Baked Potatoes, 
butter-flavored 

04 potato = 4% RDA) 

9 5'b-oz* bags Corn nuts 
(1 02. * 2% RDA) 

3% 19-02. Sara Lee Carrot Cakes 
(2.375-02. slice = 4% RDA) 

100 percent of your daily requirements of 

five essential vitamins and minerals. 

Sample menu: breakfast, 100 table¬ 

spoons of Smucker’s Goober Grape 

peanut butter and grape jelly; lunch, 

50 Slim Jims and 50 Hostess 

Twinkles; dinner, 5 cans of 

SpaghettiOs With Franks and 5 

20-ounce bags of Ore-lda onion 

rings. A buon gusto! 

—Robert Cox and Jay Wexltr 

50 Slim Jims 
(1 stick = 2% 

RDA) 

12)4 Swanson 
Hungry-Man 

Salisbury Steak 
Dinners 

(1 dinner = B% RDA) 

20 Van de Kamp’s 
Haddock Fillets in Batter 

{1 fillet « 5% RDA) 

5 bottles Bac*Qs Bacon 
Flavor Chips 

(2 tsp. = 2% RDA) 

5 Hormel Jumbo Dog Quick 
Meals, with relish packet 

(1 dog = 20% RDA) 

15 McDonald's Hotcakes With Margarine & Syrup (3-hotcake breakfast = 20% RDA) 

4 bowls Cocoa Puffs cereal (1 oz. - 25% RDA) 

5 14-oz. carts Franco-American SpaghettiOs With Franks (7# oz. = 10% RDA} 

50 La PreferttJa large flour tortillas (1 tortilla = 2% RDA) 

25 Keebler Sugar Cones (1 cone = 4% RDA) J 

25 Piltshury Toaster Strudels, 
raspberry-flavored 

(1 pastry « 4% RDA) 

12^4 Burger King Apple Pies 
(1 pie = 8% RDA) 

10 Blueberry Pop-Tarts 
(1 tart = 10% RDA) 

100 ttasp, Smucker’s Goober Grape 
peanut butter and grape jelly 

(l thsp. = 1% RDA) 

4 bowls Kellogg's Front Loops cereal 
(1 oz. = 25% RDA) 
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One-Fisted Prose from 
Small-minded Writers 

Journalists are a contentious lot, but at lease they 

can agree on something—the proper way to de¬ 

scribe an item that is, oh, about the size of, well, 

kind of small, but not, you know, too small, and round, 

or roundish, anyway. —Brian Jacohsmeyer 

"Tiny artichokes, about the size of a haby+s 

fist, were often brought to my family's 

kitchen by my uncle from Carmel’—An¬ 

tonia Allegra, Los Angeles Times, May 2, 

1993 “Somewhere out in the Carib¬ 

bean...lies [Captain Henry Morgan's} lost 

treasure, sunken chests of gold doubloons, 

rubies and sapphires the size of a baby’s 

fist_”—Daily Telegraph (London), De¬ 

cember 17, 1992 "You wrap these 

[Jimmy Deans Microwaveable Mini- 

Cheeseburgers] sandwiches—about the 

size of a baby’s fist’—in paper towels and 

stick them in the microwave/1—Chicago 

Tribune, September 3, 1992 “Some of 

the most appetizing dishes I had ever 

seen: green olives the size of a baby's iist 

stuffed wirh salty anchovies..,/1— Max Ja¬ 

cobson, Los Angeles Times ^ April 9, 1992 

"The seats [of the Mercedes 400SE] are 

small thrones, the gearshift knob the size 

of a baby's fist." —Los Angeles Times > No¬ 

vember 7, 1991 "No adding a lump of 

butter the size of a baby’s fist'—[Fannie 

Farmer] insisted on precision/ — Washing¬ 

ton Times, August 2, 1990 “Dessert, a 

strawberry-rhubarb pie., .garnished with a 

bittersweet chocolate-covered strawberry 

the size of a baby's fist, was marvelous. — 

San Francisco Chronicle, June 6, 1990 

".. .Two glass jewel-encrusted crosses by 

John Torreano, a past master at fitting 

baubles, often the size of a baby’s fist, into 

canvas or wooden structures."—New York 

Times, December 10, 1989 “A pustule 

has erupted on his... collarbone [Richard 

EL Grant's, in How to Get Ahead in Adver¬ 

tising]. In no time, it turns into a little 

head the size of a baby’s fist.1"—Jay Carr, 

Boston Globe, May 19, 1989 “The boil 

[on Richard E. Grant’s collarbone in How 

ro Get Ahead in Advertising] develops a 

face. When it’s about the size or a baby’s 

fist, it begins to talk to him/’—Vincent 

Can by, New York Times, March 30, 1989 

"The [Morse] museum is a warehouse of 

faded animal skins, bones, skulls, horns, 

beetles thE size of a baby’s fist/’“UPI, July 

29, 1984 "Nurses pull the gut bark out 

of the way. The blown prosthesis frag¬ 

ments further. It excretes a clot the size of 

a baby’s fist/'—The Atlantic* May 1983 

“Even the De Beers diamond, at 234,65 

carats, and the size of a baby's fist, has 

shown itself vulnerable in a recession/'— 

The Economist, May 15, 1982 "John 

Wayne was admitted to Good Samaritan 

Hospital, where doctors removed most of 

one lung and a malignant tumor 'the size 

of a baby's fist/ AP, June 12, 1979 1 

—Mark 0 Donnell 

The Fine Print 
by Louis Theroux 

i 

^Mishaps (I Us 

Gift shopping for smolt 

children is never easy. Will the 

parents object to militaristic 

toys? Will the youngster feel 

gypped if he gets a "wearing" 

present? And most worrying of 

all, is the gift likely to kill or 

maim him? 

With this lost concern in 

mind and the holidays upon 

us, we took a look at the U S, 

Consumer Product Safety 

Commission's data on recent 

toy-related deaths and injuries. 

The filings break down into 

roughly three categories. First, 

incidents involving intrinsically 

dangerous toys. A few 

examples: 

Sunrise, Kentucky: "An 

eight-year-old white female 

had an allergic reaction when 

exposed to the contents of a 

Jmagic bomb bag' toy 

exploding device. It was 

necessary for the victim to visit 

her physician to receive on 

Injection and ointment 

for her eves." Attleboro, 

Massachusetts: "Apparently a 

toy stuffed animal is stuffed 

with toxic plastic sheets/' 

Triangle, Virginia: "A sharp, 

metal, ice-pick-shaped object 

was packed in toy blocks T 

Poragould, Arkansas: "A 

three-year-old boy, who was 

left unattended for a few 

minutes, sustained add bums 

to his face when playing with a 

battery-operated toy 'talking' 

typewriter. His mother later 

found a battery with the cap 

end/off' on the carpet." 

Huntersville, North Coro!ino: 

JANUARY \cm SPVZl 
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THE FINE PRINT CONTINUED 
Y; if©e>; C*ty 

The SPY Interview: loe-T 

Superstar rapper-provocateur Ice-T's philosophies on life are scheduled lor publica¬ 

tion in his first book, The Ice Opinion, in February. For those who can’t wait, spy 

talked to him exclusively about the two subjects with which America has come to 

identify him: television and child-rearing. —Gregg Stehhen 

can you do, who can we call...?" [Laughs.] 

How were you guided in TV watching? 

They said, "You can’t just see TV dur¬ 

ing the week/ when I moved out [to 

LAd with my aunt* So what I did was 

join a gang, which was even better than 

watching TV. 

Do you watch a lot of TV now? 

Yeah, 1 watch a lot of old movies like 

The Maltese fa lam and Citizen Kane, and 

lots of cartoons....! watch Video Jukebox, 

because I can dial in what I want to sec. 

Can you program a VCR? 

I can, but none of 'em 

are programmed. 1 got 

the damn clock blink¬ 

ing on and off like 

everybody else. k) 

Woman of the right 
Marilyn Daiayle... 

and woman of the 
night Heidi Flerss? 

NAFTA man Mickey 
(Cantor... 

and laffta man Boh 
Denver? 

"This investigation involved o 

12-year-old mole who was 

injured while playing with o 

flying disc. The boy followed 

directions to attach the disc 

with monofilament line to a 

wristband which he wore. He 

threw the disc and when it 

came back, it struck him, 

causing eye abrasions and 

swollen face " Tempe, 

Arizona: "A six-yeor-old boy 

was floating on top of his 

water toy when it suddenly 

shot up out of the water and 

struck the 35-year-dd victim in 

his face and left eye, The 

victim suffered nerve 

damage/11 Covina, California: 

"The animal-shaped head of □ 

pull toy detached during use, 

exposing a sharp stick." 

Missoula: "A 13-year-old mole 

gat his face covered with a red 

powder when a squeezable 

ball toy exploded during play," 

Dublin, California: "A TV 

screen shattered when a 

balloon was drown to it." 

Other incidents involve toys 

that, while not intrinsically 

dangerous, could pose a 

hazard under certain 

conditions—for instance, if 

ingested by the child, Or 

thrown very hard at him. 

Klamath Falls, Oregon: "A 

two-year-old male was bruised 

when a sibling threw a softball 

with noise make [sic] 

inside at his head." 

Tampa: "A 75-yeor-dd 

female died after she fell 

onto the riled floor with 

her head on a stuffed 

animal," (The suspect 

products in this last case 

were listed as "Toys, Not 

Elsewhere Classified" 

and "Floors or Flooring 

Materials,") Yonkers: "A 

42-year-old female 

Spy: How do you guide your one-year-old son 

Baby Ice's television watching? 

Ice-T: He can watch anything; I'm just 

kind a there to make it real. If he’s 

watching The Terminator, I think he 

should have a parent there to say, "You 

know, that's not real”. ..Let me tell you 

something about this kid — he comes 

into the bedroom one morning and 

sprays me with a hair dryer—I mean, 

"Prprprprpr-powT' And I'm like, "Oh, 

shit.,.I guess he’s been watching TV." 

So we went and got him some toy guns. 

What did yon watch as a kid? 

! watched cartoons like Winky Dink, where 

you had to get a special screen to stick on 

your TV and when Winky Dink got stuck 

in a hole, you'd have to draw him a rope. 

It had a song: "Winky Dink and you, 

Winky Dink and me, always have a lot of 

fun together." Winky Dink, man! Winky 
Dink was some O.G. [Original Gangster, 

one of Ice-1 s recent albums! shit! That 

was back in the days of Gigantor, Ktmha the 

White Lion and Space Ghost ... Eighth Man, 

from the eighth dimension. He had a 

song, too: "There's a prehistoric monster 

that came from outer space, created by the 

Martians to destroy the human race, the 

FBI is helpless* he's 20 stories tall, what 

22 SPY JANUARY ] W 
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THC MHE PRINT CONTINUED 

sustained a lacerated cornea 

when her four-year-old 

grandson hit her in the eye 

with a toy sword he was 

playing with. The victim was 

sitting an the couch in the 

living room of her daughter s 

house/' Seaford, New York: 

"While using end loading a 

toy gun, a 59-year-old female 

was hit with a plastic hard disc 

[projectile) on the left cheek 

below the eye. Complainant 

did not pull the trigger during 

the operation. After the 

incident, complaint [sic] 

reloaded the plastic gun with 

another plastic disc and this 

time handed the toy to her 

four-year-old grandson. The 

same Incident occurred except 

the grandson was hit on the 

left side of his forehead/" 

The third category is the 

mystery-incident category: 

coses In which there is no 

apparent injury or danger, yet 

which hove merited filing 

nonetheless. 

Rex, Georgia: "A five- 

year-old male continually 

puts a dear container of a 

building block set over his 

head/' Pittsburgh: "The 

fiberfil! doll was loosing [sic] 

its filling/' Asheville, North 

Carolina: "A seven-year-old 

female got modeling day 

stuck in her hair/" Hewlett, 

New York: "Consumer feels 

that a Halloween hockey 

mask does not hove the 

proper label to let kids 

know that it is not used for 

playing hockey." Carlsbad, 

California: "A two-year-old 

male chewed on toy spenges 

|sic] used in the bathtub/' 

Richmond, Indiana: "A cap 

gun resembles a real gun," 

Honolulu; "Paint is flaking off 

□ wooden push toy." $ 

y 

lamerphobic 
The S/mpsons Voice-over Curse 

. guest voice-over spot on The Simpsons 

as long been one of the hippesr gigs a 

celebrity could land. It may, however, 

also be one of the quickest ways to ruin 

a once-promising career. 

—Andrew Mi/ner 

Performer Simpsons guest appearance Result 

Penny Marshall "Some Enchanted Evening 

(M ay 1990) * as babys i t ter- 
fugitive Lucille Botzcowski 

is denied Best Director 

nominations lor A wakenings 

and A League nj 'Tbtir Quw 

Dustin Hoffman ■'Lisa’s Substitute (April 

1991), as Lisa s substitute 
teuc 11er Mr. Bergstroni 

Bi/f\ and Ihvu both 

bomb 

Michael Jackson "Stark Raving Dad’’ 
(September 1991), as a craz\ 
whi te man 

Is accused of child molestation; 

(ails to interest Super Bowl "93 
tans during halftime 

Darryl Strawberry 'Homer at the Bat" 
(February 1992)* as himself 

Is on disabled list most of 1992 

and '9 S seasons; has tax 

problems 

Jose Canseco ' 1 loroer at the Bat,” as himself Tears ligaments in elbow in 

May 1993 game; out lor season 

Roger Clemens "Homer at the Bat, as himself On disabled list with inflamed 
elbow, has first losing season 

(1993); ERA over 400 

Kefsey Crammer Krusev Gets Ousted (April 
1990) and "Black Widower1' 
(April 1992), as evil Sideshow 

Bob 

Cheers ends; dissolves nine- 
month marriage to stripper; she 

aborts fetus; exploitative cover 

stories in PwpU and 7 \ Guidt 

Danny DeVito ktOh, Brother, Where Art 

Thou” (February 1991) and 
"Brother, Can You Spare Two 

D im es t" (A ug ust 199 2), as 
Homer's wealthy half- 

brother, 1 lerb Powell 

linfjti and Jack tbz Bear both 
bom b 

Red Hot 
Chili Peppers 

"Krusty Gets Canceled" (May 
1993), as themseJves 

Guitarist Arik Marshall leaves; 
band forced to run pathetic 
want ad for replacement, who 
leaves a month later 

Elizabeth Taylor “Maggie's First Word” 
(Decem be r i 99 2) as i\ 1 agg i e 

and “Krusty Gets Canceled" 

as herself 

r-—  -■ 
Remains married to Larry 
Fortensky u 

1 
is 

■4 Ml 
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The Case for Congressional Sound Bites 

Everett Dirksen, the beloved gravel-voiced Republican Senate leader in the 196Gs* once lamented the oratorical 

state of affairs in Washington; ‘Congress is really the home of the split infinitive, where it finds its finest fruition. 

This is the place where the dangling participle is certainly nourished. This is the home of the broken sentence/1 

Thirty years later, his complaints seem petty—especially in light of the run-on sentences, the non sequiturs and the 

just-plain-bizarrenesses to be heard on the Hill, Given the sheer volume of all this wretched speechifying, its a 

wonder that any legislation gets passed at all. —Eric Rosenberg 

Senator Robert Byrd (D-W. Va.)T September 1992; 

fn the midst of our ongoing debates about the weightier 

issues of appropriations matters, cable television and other 

questions of national merit, I want to again register my 

ongoing concern and frustration with a little fox that 

continues to spoil the vine of the English language world¬ 

wide. That “little fox” is the inane, empty, useless phrase 

you know_On numerous occasions in the past I have ex¬ 

pressed my own irritation about you-knouAsm here...J will 

continue sounding my displeasure with you know as long 

as you know continues to infest the speech of people any¬ 

where as a meaningless articulation for no purpose except 

to fill the air whenever nothing else comes co mind. 

Senator Frank Murkowski (fbAlaska], July 1993: 

1 regret that I was unable to participate in the Senate 

schedule for Tuesday, July 20....M\ schedule called for 

me to board a late-afternoon Eight in Fairbanks, Alaska, 

chat would have taken me through Anchorage and on co 

Detroit, getting me into Washington Tuesday morning, 

July 20, at 8:45 a.m., in plenty of time lor the votes 

which started at 2:15 p*m. Unfortunately, as a conse¬ 

quence of receiving a yellow-jacket sting, to which 1 am 

extremely allergic, jc was impossible for me co travel 

Monday night because of my swollen condition. 

Rep. Helen Delich Bentley (R-Md.), March 1993: 

Mr, Speaker and my fellow colleagues, I would like to take 

this time to commemorate the Polka Weekenders Inc. on 

their 25rh anniversary,.*.The group entertains at Polish 

festivals and thrills everyone with their wonderful danc- 
* 

ing..*. Baltimore is a town rich with ethnic traditions and 

festivals, Every summer I look forward co seeing many of 

my Polish friends at the festival. Not only is the food at the 

festival superb, I never miss the chance co see the very tal¬ 

ented dancers. The Polka Weekenders amaze me with their 

skill and agility, and I relish the chance to join them for 

a step or two,., .May God bless them in the years to come. 

Rep. Randy liDuke1F Cunningham (R-Calif,), October 1992: 

Congressman Sam Johnson was tortured as a POW, and 

many of those POWs, because of Jane Fonda and Tom 

Hayden and Ramsey Clarks appearance there, they were 

tortured... .You know Tokyo Rose, which I was born De¬ 

cember 8, 1941, the day after Pearl Harbor, 1 have read ac¬ 

counts of how Tokyo Rose was hated for her part with the 

Japanese.. .Can you imagine the disdain that the American 

people would have had for [Bill Clinton]? If he was in Is¬ 

rael, was in Saudi Arabia or Egypt or any other country, he 

would have been disgraced. He probably would have been 

run out of the country or even ex edited.*.* Mr. Speaker, 

f have never allowed a Jane Fonda movie in my home* 

Rep. Robert Daman (R-Calif.), October 1992: 

Now, when I sit in a Hollywood movie, and 1 grew up on 

motion pictures. \ love them. It is my favorite lovely arc 

form. When I go see a Vietnam story. Born m the Fourth of 

Jit!), and 1 see a hooch blown apart accidentally, and there 

are women and children in there hurt and dying, and one 

of the soldiers comes in, and the first word out of his 

mouth isJ:i/o, which could be a prayer as well as a blas¬ 

phemy, and the next word is the/"word as a gerund:/-ing. 

And then comes the name Christ—King, /ewg the obscen¬ 

ity, and then Christ, and a all goes downhill from there, 

and the/word is used like, I don't know, 140 times i read 

in the Protestant publication where some poor person sub¬ 

jected himself co counting the constant blasphemies, the 

foul mouth, scatological words about excrement just 

thrown around like nothing, And now 1 read that die film 

G&oiiFdiets% meaning chugs, criminals, killers, had 350- 

some/ words in it. ! remember Scarfaat* written by the 

same Oliver Stone head before he started directing, in 

Searfisct, AI Pacino is saying / / j fffj until Michelle 

Pfeiffer says “*** up and stop saying rhe/word," 

Rep. James Traftcant (D-Ohio), April 1993: 

Mr. Speaker, while Congress wants to elevate the ERA 

administrator to a full Cabinet-level position, yesterday 

in outer space, space-shuttle plumbers dumped urine 

and fecal matter for the first time in our history into 

outer space. The astronauts said they dumped the fecal 

matter from a contingency tank because the regular 

tank malfunctioned. Regular tank? Mr, Speaker, if I am 

not mistaken, is that not the $30 million golden throne 

space potty No. 1? What is going on here? We do nor 

just Hush $30 million down the drains; we have now 

found ways to jet it out sophisticated airlocks. Beam me 

up. This case takes the raw-sewage award of America’s 

history. I yield back the balance of my garbage. 
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Not Licked Yet! 

This month, Mr* Toth (aka 

Don Novello) continues 

to mail-bond. 
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wii mipoc im rree 

Soptarrfc** IS, iMQ 

Mr. Luta 1 rtr- 
RmOfcS fc. 2*5 
FlirU* t^l 

0Mr I* Tcfll 

tin* la jour Aujjt 33 kmm !iie*g rt*r.p pn>grari 

Ou Qn>«ni Sump Aa**«Y Ijindif raws** hvtm JO UM tvj 
(wio'ii •«*! V* rn rrjkoa Itul nn« mMw ft th* PortoMW 
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to {KOTKAi Ih* $0*1 ancrwsiWiy Tm ZIP CODE, wftdi. rorr/un? wjRnaiy 
hi it. Khlraaa 

IWi n prsucf too rarely rf Mams* ** sjfl*t *rH; your fcjggBctxrw nd 

tH»* *OLWiM Fie CSAC; Fie mnigo«! jiw nu Itkir 
™**l Th# CS*C ccrAd pra-.-.M t-M reader J.> nt* a+Kring Thu gig 
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Ollier* Slunp Ad/tiPijr Efirtiniiiirr 
c/o Sump M*nj|*mefn. L'.S. PaiuJ Sen-tor: 
Mi L't-nfuil. Flan. SW Kcom S.KII 
W.uhiniaae, £j.C (ZIP COPE ■ Votatorr) 
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Thf Bit Boppci tu new ji«a hu otww imenfi juil like Richie Vilen. 
Heddy Holly 
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Eating beans before a date 
Unsafe sex 
Bungee jumping 
A new record label 
All of the above 

□ 
□ 
r 
□ 
n 

ffisiey Bos/ness is a coot new record label - the coolest new record label on the street! It’s 10 brand new titles - 

first time anywhere - with lots o'groovy tracks on each. BE THE HAST HID ON THE BLOCK TO COLLECT ALL lOtt 

DANGEROUS WOMEN 
ito* /saw tmwixKH ■ h rcs+ifr a 

!’DE.smart ■ UTM0NK.44US IV 
totlmd > alasia.'DII mumnui 
HOCKOt Of Utu RLACN * SPEED 

fltlEBVtKU SLUTS FROM HELL * 

KD^DkiLl. MULHSTREAK • TflC WHJHFTUi 

WHTSFII&'CIIUIIAIH * rtUYlNIHTHE 
otucHTrt - 

BEEimMNMOSH [STH SYMPHONY IN 
E MlMOBJiTHf CGEAT KAT * hO 
SNA WE. MO I NAME * WALKING IK 

LA MISSING Fft SOUS 

THRASH AND BURN: THE 
METAL ALTERNATIVE 

oam^tauisiwi * swim Saturday/ 
FHHBOIJ ■ PROVE mu WRONC-'PfMC 

* so LONG. GHMTtlKK - DUKE OF 

THE EKAlIQItOUH Of CONFORMITY 

- ENERGY u KD LAST CIACIL * AUIOST 

TDMtEDWi linUMII ■ WJUTW FOIL 

THfMEMErtMWOf PQWEI - DUAH 

Of {ONmiW.'SrtEUilNG TVltS * 
THERAPY .1 IfKTtfVS GIOOV1J ■ 
CiFfl EdSK SISTER MDTHIk LOVE 1DH 

- SUGAR UKTSO SWIFT,MIRBTUNE 

SOUL OF VIETNAM 
UAfttL'INg Off ft! WAS WfUllAM MCLI 

* OPEN LETTEi 10 ME PHESOTWr t * 

HYMN "5 THE MIGHTY MAMHlUl * 

I lEUEtt l‘M GONNA MAXI ST. IDE 111 * 

CHRISTMAS IN TlETNUL'IOffMITT 1 AON 

- THERE S SOMEONE WAITING SACK 

NON E.'THl D'JiTI * LIDICE Of COLORS/ 
IMPHHIOKi * WHEN J0HIH4F<0MtS 

NAKHINO MOUi/JH Ttl * SAM SUM: 
MVJLMF DORA * UN T YDLI SEf WHAT 

YOU YE DONE GONE (HYMN W?!.,DELIA 

GAtlllLL ’ I SHOULD BI PROUD: 

MAITTU I THE V AH KILLS * SQUMErS 

ESMD9YT WILLIAM IFLi 

RUBBERSOULED 
I WANT TO HOLD rQji; HANDM HON 

’ LADY MADONNA SWAMP DWG * 

HARD DAYS NIGHT *A» KATA * LET 

■T BE.'AKETTU FKAMKLIH ■ OBLAOl 

OblAOA'AWTMUW <0MUT * WE CAN 

wORciTOUT/VAltWIE JEMPfOM ■ 
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A confused Liz Taylor has asked the gargon to bring 
her an ugly little dog as an hors d'oeuvre and an 
entree of tiny bits of glass. 

Glad-rag man's son Kirk Douglas tries to Dag down Barbara Eden, who has mis 
taken another for her date. 

Insufferable frump Kennedy 
wanders around backstage J 

at a banquet, in a hotel, I 
and yet is not shot by any- m 
one, disproving existence m, 

of a just God. ft' 

Droning dervish Natalie 

Merchant cracks up 
while shrill Celtic novelty 
act Sinead O’Connor 
squeezes off a few snaps. At last! The underarm of over 

accessorized one-hit wonder 
Billy Ray Gyrus. M 

The Jacksons {Jermaine, Katherine, 
Rebbie, Joe and Tito) and the Spellings^ 
(Randy, Candy, Aaron, Tori and date) make i 
for a white-knuckle game of Family Feud and a 
nearly irrefutable argument for involuntary 
sterilization. 

Ml SPY JANUARY IW 
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Ex-celebrity Deborah Harry wonders if maybe it’s okay to be called Blondie after alt 

PHYSICAL LOVE Sun worshipers Kurt Cobain and Courtney Love 

PI 

Amanda Plummer reveals How she became the 
least successful hitchhiker in history. 

Alleged vocalist Paula Abdul sings maudibly 
and carries a big hammer. 
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Worst 

People, 

Places 

and Things 

a radically new and improved SPY 100 we present this year, our 

most intelligent and incisive yet. Ordinarily we wouldn't stoop to 

making comparisons, but the sophisticated nature of the 1993 SPY 

100 technology means that for the first rime we can actually calibrate 

humor value to the billionth decimal point, Regrettably, Microsoft's recent 

well-publicized lawsuit against SPYWare prevents us from going into 

specifics about our upgraded technology; suffice it to say that according to 

our team technicians, this year we've clocked ,0042 more nanochuckles 

than ever before. 

In format, the 1993 SPY 100 resembles that of previous years, with 

Misdeeds followed in some cases by Mitigating Factors, Bonus Points or 

both* This year, however, in place of 1992 s Family Value citation we have 

CyberScore, a measurement of the item s relation to the world of high-tech 

media, and specifically the phrases CD-ROM, on-line, virtual reality and 

cyberspace. For us, at least, 1993 will go down as the year of the "information 

superhighway"’ (3 994 is already penciled in as the year we find out what that 

phrase means). Incidentally, a fully interactive Virtual 100 is available to 

anyone with access to a Kray supercomputer, eyephones and data gloves, 

JANUARY I'm SPY 3.S 
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1 Jerry Seinfeld 
Misdeeds: Clinches fame (and 

1 UEmmy) on strength of a snigger¬ 

ing masturbation episode but ad¬ 

mits lie didn't masturbate until after he 

lost his virginity; in mating stand-tip with 

sitcom, spawns new mutant genre "sit-up/' 

combining formulaic scripts with bad act¬ 

ing, and clears way for Brett Butler (Gnat 

Under Fine\ Paul Reiser {Mad About You) 

and Sinbad {The Smbcul Show), among oth¬ 

ers; irritating “‘observational’' humor on 

such topics as bananas in his Cheerios; says, “I just 

hate everything and everybody. That’s why I'm so funny"; says the 

Scientology courses he took were “fabulous"; won’t allow friends to 

trap in his toiler; is less funny than his father, according to his sister 

and mother, even though “ ferry works hard at it"; lias 25 pairs of 

sneakers, including a pair of11 Air Seinfelds/’ 

Mitigating Factor: Gives Entertainment Weekly writers something 

to obsess nerdishty about besides Star Trek: The Next Generation. 

Bonus POINTS; “I met this girl, 5hoshonna„*J didn't know how 
old she wos, I knew she wasn't 40." (She was in her prep- 
school uniform at the time.) 

CvberScqre: The Macintosh SI in Jerry's TV apartment 
was recently replaced by a PowerBook Duo. 

1 i 1 New York, Boomtown 
Misdeeds: Bomb allegedly planted by followers of 

Sheik Omar Abdel Rahman kills 6 and injures 

1,000 at World Trade Center, causing New 

Yorkers to rally around a pair of buildings they previ¬ 

ously regarded as a mild embarrassment, 

and providing FBI and ATF with 

heroic photo opportunities not 

long after the Waco fiasco; 

FBI also claims another set 

of the sheik’s foil owefS 

planned to bomb the 

Holland Tunnel, the UN 

and the FBI’s own New 

York headquarters. 

CyberScOre: World Trade 
Center bombing knocks out 

several television transmit¬ 
ters, sparing many New Yorkers 
endless local news coverage of 
the event 

The Clintons 
Misdeeds: His: Overcomes Vietnam syndrome once and 

for all by substituting even more debilitating Soma- 

lia-Bosnia-Haiti syndrome {Hey, you win nm-< you lose 

some); forces long-suffering veep to plug rein venting-govern¬ 

ment plan by smashing ashtrays and making Butcafuoco jokes 

on national television; inveigles TV networks into simulcasting 

wonkathorts on the economy; humiliates Hillary chum Lari 

Guinfer, dropping nomination 

when he gets around to reading 

her views on that whole one- 

person-one-vote thing; profess¬ 

es mystifying fondness for 

Barbra Streisand's "Evergreen"; 

has hots for Sharon Scone; is fat. 

Hers: Forbids Roger from 

speaking to press at the inau¬ 

guration; asserts, “I didn't have 

a makeover. 1 just changed my 

hair and have gotten more dili¬ 

gent in the last several years 

about exercising"; explains her 

vision of government as "mil¬ 

lions of conversations"; won't let Chelsea stay out past 10:00 

p.m. week nights; keeps Socks tied to a tree; has hots for Kevin 

Costner; is New Age—y. 

Cyber Score: George Stephanopouio* blames media scrutiny of 
Clinton's flip flops on availability of Lexis/Nexis. 

1. Michael Jackson 
Misdeeds: Trades on wholesome image and wide¬ 

spread reputation for family values to gain access to 

p young children; when allegations of child abuse 

surface, produces character witnesses like the eleven-year-old 

who explains, “I was on one side of the bed, and he was on the 

other. It was a big bed"; performance during Super Bowl 

halftime surrounded by multiethnic children more interesting 

in retrospect. 

MITIGATING Factor: A welcoming handwritten banner in Moscow: 

SIBERIA LOVES YOU, MICHAEL. 

Bonus Points: Asked if she believes the charges, LoTaya says, "We 
really don't know/' 

CyberScore; Sega AS-1 Virtual Ride Motion Theater System, a new 
virtual-reality pad in which a computer-gene rate if Virtual Jacko 
plays your cammonder. 

S ■ SPY JANUARY iWi 
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Late-Night Nutfest 
Misdeeds: As confusion over domestic policy deepens and 

foreign disasters proliferate, America's attention is fo¬ 

cused on which talent-impaired chatrermonger will fur¬ 

ther reduce its productivity. Let term an's rechanneled, $42 million 

iconoclasm proves only slightly less deft, spontaneous and irrever¬ 

ent chan aircraft carrier Numtz\ The Chevy Chase Show, more 

painful to watch than attaching electrodes to your genitals, merci¬ 

fully canceled by Fox the day after his 50th-birthday party; Amer¬ 

ica Stands Up for Jay as a preliminary to turning off the television; 

Arsenio Hall’s ratings, invisible to naked eye, still better than 

Conan O'Brien’s despite O’Brien s theft of other people’s material. 

Mitigating Factor: Venerable Joe Franklin does his last show amid 

massive media indifference. 

JANUARY 1994 SPY 35 
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inn Those Annoying Serbs 
p Misdeeds: Overrun Bosnia, killing as many as 

200,000 Muslims and raping maybe 50.000 Mus¬ 

lim women; confound media attempts to vilify 

them by t rmtinuaily offering fresh candidates for “new 

Hitler” moniker. 

A River Ran Through it 
Misdeeds: Floods cut swaths through mid western towns; 

covi, rage cuts swaths through national dailies with an¬ 

thropomorphic visions of a '’marauding,' “bloated," 

“swollen," mighty,” “coffee-brown turmoil" that eventually 

beats a "g r l dying, rear-gLiard retrcat. ’‘ 

SONUS Points: Raging River Ale, a new beer introduced by entre¬ 

preneur in flaod^rovoged Iowa. 

Man Titties 
Misdeeds: Fabio ( ISA); 

Marky Mark (42A); Brad 

Pitt (40A); Joe Piscopo 

(44B); Chris Farley (48C), 

Mitigating Factor: Vanity Fair 

cover of Rodinesque superrtmt Sly 

Stallone emphasises ass, not tits. 

CtberScore: Marky Mark's third 

nipple digitally removed from 
Calvin Klein ads. 

y 1 | Jurassic Krap 
Misdeeds: Pseudo-educational dino-fever saturates U media for months; Spielberg refuses to pay 

,, U I1 $3,000 worth of damages to 

California srare park where 

movie was partially filmed; 

Spielberg establishes 

1 - 8 0 0-D1NO- 

COP to put the 

sting on bootleg 

Jurassic prod¬ 

ucts; Spielberg 

grosses $ '00- 

million on movie. 

Dr. Death 
Misdeeds: Score to dare, 18 “medicides"; current 

dream, a national network of medicide centers 

called “obitoriums"; best quote; "Why can’t they 

see? I'm Dr. Life!"; euthanizes people in the back of his 1968 

Volkswagen camper van (at key point saying, "Have a nice 

trip!”} because “lease constraints1' prevent him from using 

his apartment; plays 

Bach, Captain Nemo- 

style; composes light¬ 

hearted rhymes he calls 

"glimmeriks." 

Mitigating Factor: 

Doesn't charge pa* 
tients; don't even 

charge for materials." 

Bonus Points: *1 

wish my (Armenian! 

forefathers went through what the Jews did....Armenians were 
killed in every conceivable way..,,They [the Jews] have had a lot of 
publicity, but they did not suffer as much." 



Florida: 
Tourist 
Trap 

AMisdeeds: 

Nine foreign tour¬ 

ists murdered in 

Florida since October 1992, prompting 

the cancellation of a promotional cam¬ 

paign that included the slogan "The 

rules arc different here," 

Mitigating Factor; Florida flirtation with 

dousing tourists in gos and setting them 

alight never really takes off. 

CyberScore: Florida Online, a new comput¬ 

er-based tourist information service out of 

Panama City Beach: (904) 224-2343. S Tabloid Follies 
Misdeeds; Mort Zuckerman purchas¬ 

es Daily News* confident that the 

paper will find a market since 

“women prefer tabloids because their arms 

are shorter"; New York Post seemingly pur¬ 

chased by Steve HofFenberg (who plans to 

boost circulation by printing only good 

news), then really bought by avowedly in¬ 

sane Abe Hirschfdd (“It will write about 

my plans to bring the Susan B. Anthony 

coin into use at all subway stations"), and 

then really really bought by Rupert Mur¬ 

doch; Ho He nb erg introduces Her New 

\ W?, a tabloid for people with short arms. 

Mitigating Factor: Robert Maxwell appar¬ 

ently still dead. 

CyberScqre: Of New York tabs, only News* 

day available on-line. 

Columbia Sex 
and Drug Cartel 
Misdeeds: After turkey-of- 

rhe-century Last Action 

Hero, studio tries to take 

credit hir Castle Rock s hi 

the Line of Fire\ it cuts a “production" 

deal with a pimp; denies having any¬ 

thing to do with I leidi Fteiss before 

anyone even asks; hires rent-a-thug 

Anthony Pelhcano ro intimidate 

nalssts, .specifically ones who 

work ac spy. 

Mitigating Factor: 

Given Sony's ownership 

of the studio, may at 

same level help U.5. 

trade balance. 

I Bigots in Frigates 
Misdeeds: LLS. airman convicted of 

beating a gay colleague to a pulp in- 

>lsists, “It could have been averted had 

homosexuals not been allowed in the 

military"; army sergeant says, ‘Til show 

you about gays in the military,'’ and 

opens fire on patrons of a North Carolina 

restaurant, killing four and wounding 

six; commander in chief pledges to repeal 

gay ban, then implements a policy virtu¬ 

ally indistinguishable from the one in ex* 

istence since 1943- 

Mitigating Factors: Paleoconservativc 

Barry Goldwater comes out against the 

ban; Acting Secretary a# the Army John W, 
Shannon is accused of shoplifting a skirt 

and blouse from an army post exchange. 

NBC's Death Wish 
Misdeeds: Warns David Letterman 

and Chevy Chase against using NBC 

"intellectual property"; allows Steven 

Spielberg to put on another TV show; 

keeps Bill Cosby’s name in 

the news. 

SFTJANUARY 1W1 

Boomer Growing Pains 
Misdeeds: Mick Jagger and Jerry 

Garcia turn 30; Paul McCartney on 

tour with his four children ( They re 

cool people ); an entire sitcom, Dave's 

World, devoted to the aging trauma of 

real-life boomer Dave Barry, 

Mitigating Factor: Anna QuindJen, moth¬ 

er of feminist boys and boomer family 
champion, gloriously absent from Times 
Op-Ed page between April and October. 

Bonus Points: Former radical and cook 
Katherine Ann Power finally brought be¬ 

fore judge; former radical and cook Bobby 

Seale serves as "Barbecue Battle" judge. 

Makeup for Men 

A 1980s Undead 
Misdeeds; New music Uftom Duran Duran, Boy 

George, Depeche Mode, 

Tears lor Fears, Cyndi Lauper, Adam 

Ant, Annie Lennox, Totu, 

Huey Lewis and X, the 

videos for which are an¬ 

nounced by Adam Curry; 

Heather Locklear jntro* 

duced ro a new genera¬ 

tion; Luke and Laura 

re united; Ivan Boesky 

becomes a multimil¬ 

lionaire again; Fred 

, Joseph and Dennis 

Levine back on 

Wall Street. 

CyberScore: Eighties 

relic Billy Idol 

records the 
desperate new 

theme album 
Cyberpunk in a "virtual stu¬ 

dio" and hypes it with an inter¬ 

active floppy-disk press kit. 

Details 
Magazine *-*■ 

Beverly Hills 20500 
Misdeeds; Barbra has date with Janet 

Reno; Sharon Scone titillates GAIT 

conferees; the Blood worth-Thoma¬ 

sons get free passes to roam romantic 

White House. 

Mitigating 
Factor: No room- 

where-you-please 
White House 
posses for the 

Arnold-Barrs, the 

G r i f f i I h - John¬ 
sons, the Meore- 

j Willises or the 
Hcrrlin-Davises. 

CyberScore: Yent/ 

available in laser¬ 

disc format, with 

enhonced-sound version of electrifying 

Bobs finale, "Papa, Can You Hear Me?" 
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Toni, Tony, 
Tone! 
Morrison, 
Danza, and 
Loc on 
Winter Boots 
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2 7 Eyewitness The world (in under 300 words) at once. 

9 4 Next Hot Town Forget San Diego. The new magnet is Stillwater, Oklahoma. 

9 6 Generation Czechs Landlocked, but never Slovak. 

9 9 Skyaking Ride the rapids of midair with the most handsome daredevils to grab a 
parachute (and a paddle!), 

102 Tom Scott and the Hollywood Express Chevy's former house band, 
awash in angst, watches our correspondent do heroin. 

10 6 Next Hot Town Forget Stillwater, The new magnet is Eureka. California. 

116 Let Fermat Rule Lenny Kravitz sings Andrew Wiles's praises. 

118 The Environment Piece Some awful crime is being committed against the 
environment. Fortunately, it is happening very, very far away, where people are really wild and 
don't even speak English, They also wear amazing clothes, 

13 2 Steel-Toe Confession I have no money because 1 bought these kick-ass boots, 

142 Cool Old Guy Don Knotts gets real about lawn care, the aarpp and Norman Fell, 

14 5 Next Hot Town Forget Eureka. The new magnet is Sandakan, Borneo.. 

fashion 

10 8 Dickies Something warm for around your neck* Photographed by Anunzio 

12 4 TfUCker Chic White trash goes white collar when white-line fever strikes our convoy of 
Anthony Kiedis, Kevin Dillon, and Sofia Coppola. Photographed by Anais 

upfront 

45-92 Fast forward; vintage sideburns; getting your girlfriend to take it up Ihe butt; 
anecdotes from the tanning salon; ironing those socks just so; how to estimate a woman's bra size; 

appearing straight for the new year; more good news about marijuana; indecorous body humor, 

music, etc. 

147-1 67 News from all over; on the comeback trail with Ki If dozer; Stewart Copeland 

conducts the Sarajevo Men s Choir: blurry photos; Tanya Donelly eats; all new insouciant reviews, 

books 168-169 Insouciant reviews. movies 170-172 Insouciant reviews 

comics 17 8 Vividly skank non sequiturs posing as poignant camp. 

1 8 letters 
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Gill Talk 
Part Trois 
Anka) gathers her girlfriends 

for all the dirt on orgies. 

By Anka Radakovtch 

I was flipping through some old hooks 

by Xaviera Hollander that l keep right 

near my computer, and after reading a 

few chapters about orgies, I decided 

that group sex is very hot these days. 

Group sex, naturally, calls for group dis¬ 

cussion, So I brought together the pussy 

posse—my nubile, sassyf and success- 

ful friends who are kind enough to never 

remark on my physical resemblance to 

Tama Janowitz, 

There are certain rituals to these 

gatherings that I can't divulge, like the 

signing of releases that waive all rights 

to a lawsuit should anyone's anecdotes 

appear under my byline. After that we 

generally limber up with some calisthen¬ 

ics of crass: the usual passing of the 

dirty-tampon bag and a spirited call-and- 

response of “Fuck. ME! Fuck, ME!" Then 

I bang my sturdiest dildo on the coffee 

table and call the meeting to order, 

Sandra, a dog walker with thighs of 

iron, kicked off the proceedings this time 

by telling us about her most recent 

orgy—a chain massage that got out of 

hand after a grueling 12-hour rehearsal 

for an Off-Broadway production of Live at 

Leeds, It seems Helena Bonham Carter, 

Representative Maxine Waters, Blossom 

star Mayim Bialik, conductor Kurt Masur, 

and legendary Bruins defenseman Bobby 

Orr were at the point of 

physical exhaustion, 

“We were alf pretty 

stressed out/' Sandra ex¬ 

plained, JtMe, Helena, and Kurt because 

of the play, Maxine because of the sec¬ 

ond Koon-Powell trial, Mayim because of 

Joey Lawrence's burgeoning rap career, 

and Bobby because of his knees, I guess 

I just started kneading Maxine's shoul¬ 

ders and Kurt was stroking my feet, 

when Mayim and Bobby joined in, Maxine 

starts making gurgling noises under my 

fingers and Kurt moves up my body until 

he's pretty much pawing my breast¬ 

works, which makes me crazy, I pulled 

the nearest appendage I could find di¬ 

rectly into my mouth, and the rest just 

happened." 

Eyeballs moist with passion, I could 

hear my pussy growling its approval. So 

I reached down and slyly fed it a few ten¬ 

der vittles, 

Claudia, a green-eyed vixen who 

makes clothes out of wicker, then re¬ 

counted: 

ul was on a long bus trip through Mex¬ 

ico with novelist Will Self, comedian 

Jackee, jockey Julie Krone, then-Tonigftt 

Show producer Freddy DeCordova, and 

at least two members of Color Me Badd 

when an incredible rainstorm struck. We 

had to puli over and make camp right in¬ 

side the bus. After some improvised 

daiquiris, Jackee started doing the rump- 

shaker with Will, and Julie was working 

three the hard way with Freddy and the 

band. I picked up a few warts that nightt 

but it was worth it/' 

By then, I have to admit, my tuna was 

sopping through my shorts, and I was 

looking around the room for a little 

mayo. 

Eileen, a strawberry-bfond anthro pro¬ 

fessor who kills goats with ancient stone 

tools, was next: 

'It was either the 1970s or the 

'80s-—\ was drinking a lot then—and 1 

got a call from either Jellybean Benitez 

or Jello Biafra, I was so high on Ben¬ 

zedrine, or butane maybe, that I just 

said, 'Hell, come on over, boys!' They 

get to my place along with a couple of 

friends, either Gene Simmons from Kiss 

or Gene-Gene the Dancing Machine from 

The Gong Show. We heard that Shields 

and Yarnell were staying in the next 

room and invited them over to man¬ 

nequin-pose so we could indulge them in 

a tongue bath. Talk about motionless," 

At this point my box was throbbing, 

my rosebud was engorged, and my 

mound, my moneymaker, my joy buzzer, 

my snapper, and Mr. Squeeze were all 

demanding immediate hands-on atten¬ 

tion. Eileen asked, “What's that sweet 

aroma?" 

I blushed and thought about excusing 

myself when I felt a pair of hands on my 

ass and another on my shoulders.. Some¬ 

one said something about rubbing ugiies 

and I drifted into Neverland, murmuring, 

“Pussy posse, pussy posse, pussy posse,1' 

to no one in particular. 

Anita Radikovich im realty, really hot, and phe di^s having icx with guyi just like you. 
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panic 

probes 

the male 

mystique. 

Ill hat makes a man beautiful? A 

*¥ straight man, that is, like myseff, 

who, though not necessarily beautiful, is 

definitely a breeder. J mean, I am totally 

into women. When a woman walks into 

the room, I'm like, boing, hello, look at 

those tits! 

And it makes me laugh when people 

confuse me with a gay guy, because I'm 

so clearly un-gay (I don't even have a 

goatee anymore!. Like, I'm interested in 

the male beauty question, sure, but I'm 

more interested in big swinging hooters. 

So anyway. What does make a man 

beautiful? 

Myself, I judge another man's attrac¬ 

tiveness purely by the strength of his 

handshake and whether he looks me in 

the eye when he discusses Lollapalooza.. 

Sometimes i’l! gaze at the jut of his 

chin—because, if you think about it, 

that's the part of a man that most often 

resembles a woman's breast. I've been 

caught more than once staring at the 

chin of a man, thinking, "Here, titty, titty, 

titty." (Like I said, I'm crazy for hooters.) 

But staring doesn't really reveal 

whether the man in question has any 

sex appeal, whether he would be the 

tiger in bed that women want, Perhaps, 

just perhaps, \ should—I know this 

sounds crazy—but I could, in the inter¬ 

est of research, imagine that man as a 

woman, 

For instance, 3 could check out the 

ass. Is it a nice ass? Would I care to 

touch, or even fondle, an ass such as 

this man's if it belonged to a woman? 

What about his mouth? Would I kiss 

those lips were they a woman's, or 

force my tongue between them, as I fre¬ 

quently do with women? 

I'm willing to go even further. If I'm 

serious about this, 1 should imagine I am 

a woman looking at this man. That may 

sound a little strange, but hey, man, this 

ain't Field & Stream—we re on the edge 

here. To know if a dude's got what it 

takes to make a chick stick, 1 should to¬ 

tally commit to it, really believe 3 am a 

woman (as completely insane as that 

sounds). 

3’m willing to do it. I'm going to 

make myself feel inside all velvety soft 

and smooth like some fancy lotion. On 

the outside, I'll become all pretty and 

bouncy. 

Uh-huh, that's it: Men are becoming 

desirable to me and women are 

unattractive. Businessmen are starting 

to appear distinguished., bike messen¬ 

gers sinewy and brave. Even gummy old 

men have an earthy, pungent flair. I'm 

discovering that all men possess beau¬ 

ty; some, even great beauty. 

And there's nothing wrong with that. 

the determinator 
Jean-Claude Skanque, president of the World 
Fragrance Council, on scents and sensibility 

My girlfriend wears Volupte, by Oscar 

do la Renta. What would be a comple¬ 

mentary fragrance tor me to wear? 

A . D . (Dallas, IX) 

Skanque. Or you lose her. 

Is it true that some cosmetics compa¬ 

nies benefit from extensive animal 

testing oven though they claim their 

products are cruelty-free? 

D * W. (Buffalo, NY) 

I can guarantee that we have never 

hurt a single animal in the creation of 

any of our products—since 1986, 

anyway, when we stopped making 

Skanque des Lapins Worts, 

At Italian restaurants, I generally 

order dishes with Gorgonzola cheese. 
Unfortunately, its heady aroma clash¬ 

es with my cologne. Any ideas? 

P.Y* (Santa Monica^ CA) 

Italian food is more appropriate for 

the Aqua Velva man than for the 

Skanque genti/bomme, Skanque is, 

however, compatible with all of today's 

most fashionable cuisines, from 

Southwest nouvelle to Pacific Rim. 

My 12-year-old nephew wants to start 

wearing cologne. His parents don't 

think he's old enough. What do you 

think? R . J . (Ames, I A ) 

You Americans* ft is never too early 

for children to learn the value of fine 

toiletries. My son Moo Lie has been 

wearing Skanque Knhints since 

birth. 

I am a typical Retails reader, 1 work 

overnights at Kinko's, live with my 

parents, and truly rock out to the 

grunge sound. I brew my own beer, 

sleep 12 hours a day, and am learn¬ 

ing to play the drums. 1 also love to 

read about clubgoing. But how can I 

possibly afford the sort of high-end 

cologne that will make me irre¬ 

sistible? G . 0. (Denver, CO) 

(Continued on page f 03) 
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next hot town 

and Jen are trying to 

get rid of me. 

“What's the article about?" they ask, 

and before I can finish explaining why in 

the world Fm here, on the concrete hanks 

of the Susquehanna, they are miking me 

out of town. 

“There aren’t any great hands 

around," Danielle says, "You probably 

should go to Lancaster or York or some¬ 

where/’ 

“Seriously," Jen adds, “the real scene 

is in Lancaster." 

Even pierced-nosed 17-year-olds in 

Harrisburg know that their city is sizzling 

hot (did someone say Seattle?), and 

they're not about to share. 

unrepentant local bands such as Hire, the 

Filter Kings, and Easy Mickey, Call the 

reps ar Sub Pop and DGC and they'll tell 

you—the new sound is posrreaccor river 

rock, and its heart is in Harrisburg, Har¬ 

risburg. population >2,000. Harrisburg, 

launching pad of the ever-glam Poison, 

Harrisburg, "Central Pee-Ay/’ 

you're talking about. But we know/’ he 

tells me, "The people here know/' 

Later that night, at Club Zee's (it's in 

rhe Cedar Cliff Mail, next to the CarveI). 

Easy Mickey is raging through a set that 

only confirms them as the most muscular 

hand in town with the courage to get 

funky. Dancing with the painted clowns 

“There's definitely something going 

on here that's unique/’ says Kevin 

Trusty, a regular at the Vault, down¬ 

town’s grooviest bar (one flight above 

Harrisburg Hardware). Kevin and I arc 

nursing our Yu eng lings—leave those 

caffe lattes in Puget Sound—while Fugazi 

wads in the foreground. "People tell me 

you can go anywhere in the U,S. and say 

‘Harrisburg' and no one will know where 

on the club’s back wall, Michael Moppm 

can't keep his knees from collapsing 

under the angst of "Bleeding/' “The ones 

you love the most," he serenades the 

smiling circus characters, “arc rhe ones 

you FUCK the most!rt 

Members of the Polins and El Kaboitg 

are nodding along in the crowd. “They’re 

more progressive than alternative," 

someone remarks to my right, no doubt a 

record-industry promo-geek. 

He's wearing glasses (dead 

giveaway he's from Arista), 

and I'm not the only patron 

who considers smashing him 

m the mouth. 

After 35 sweaty minutes of 

low-slung high-strung cardio 

stylings, Easy Mickey says 

goodnight, Michael and the 

capital of cool 
in Harrisburg, 
Pennsylvania. 

Harris 
Starting 
to Happen 

Forget Seattle 
(and Miami, 
and Chapel Hill, 
and San Diego, 
and Halifax). 

(Eric Zicklin J 
finds the 

BUT PROOF OF NEXTNESS AND BIGNESS IS 

all over town, as the major labels flirt with 

Shadow Rollins 
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on here.'1 

Eager to see it ail, 1 ask where I should 

go tomorrow night, “Don’t ask me,” 

Deuce confesses. "My wife just had a 

baby, so I don't go nowhere,'' Beaming 

infectiously, he adds, “The other day I 

played Hendrix for the kid and he was 

honestly into it. I’m a lucky guy.” 

As Underground Cartoons starts their 

set, it becomes dear that Michael and 

Deuce would consider it rude to talk 

while another band is up. Unlike the big¬ 

ger cities (such as Erie and Reading), 

Harrisburg is still a tight-knit and sup¬ 

port! vc comm u n ity. 

Cartoons is fairly new to the Susque¬ 

hanna scene, having moved to the area 

only a year ago. “We left New Orleans to 

get closer to the industry/1 Jason, the 

pensive lead guitarist, will explain to me 

later. 

Onstage, Jason and the hand arc glid¬ 

ing through “Sweetest Desire1' when Reg, 

the drummer, breaks a stick. He effort- 

I e s s I y 

rear h e s 

for a 

new one 

but, after 

a mea¬ 

sure or 

two, 

tosses it. 

Its re¬ 

place¬ 

ment is 

also re¬ 

jected, 

N o w 

Reg is 

pissed, 

Sledge- 

hammering the high hat with one drum¬ 

stick, he is picking through a sleeve of 

candidates with the other hand and dis¬ 

carding every single one without so much 

as a trial. There will he drumsticks all 

over the stage for the rest of the night, 

When 1 ask later what was wrong, 

Reg says, “Not a damn thing. Just some¬ 

thing to do/’ 

Writh both bands at mv table (not a 

woman among them; how’s a rock jour¬ 

nalist supposed to develop a pathetic un¬ 

reciprocated crush in this town?), 1 ask 

for the essence of Harrisburg, “You’ve 

bassist, Deuce, amble over to my table 

(maybe because I’m sitting with Shadow 

Rollins of Citizen Cain, maybe because 

I’m treating on the S3 pitchers). The 

four-eyed industry stooge leans in to 

eavesdrop, so Deuce, who could pass for 

Perry Farrell in the right light, decides to 

expound on the bait that has lured these 

vultures 

into 

town: 

the 

Harris- 

b u r g 

Sound. 

“ N o 

s u c h 

Club Zee’s 

thing,'1 

he in- 

sists. 

“There 

s abso¬ 

lutely 

no comparing ail the bands in town. 

There are too many different things going 

got to understand that everything about 

the area is small/' Deuce explains, 

“which could be the Amish influence/1 

“And that nuclear plant/1 Steve, Car¬ 

toons’s lead singer, adds. “Pm sure that’s 

why I’m losing my hair.” 

Reg corrects them both, “It’s the state 

capital/’ 

“That’s right/1 Deuce agrees. “There 

are a lot of state workers here. And when 

it comes to music, for some reason, state- 

workers love the blues. That kinda sucks 

for us." 

People are filing out of the club. It’s 

not quite 2:00 a.m., but Harrisburg is a 

blue-collar town that hasn’t forgotten its 

dungaree origins. Most of the guys at my 

table will be working behind a counter 

somewhere within seven hours. 

Motioning at that retreating fool from 

Arista, f ask the fellas if they’re ready for 

big-time success. "MTV is the enemy,'1 

Deuce declares. “They take whatever’s 

new, they drive it into the ground, then 

they discard it and call it shit. 1 mean, 

can you imagine how sick that guy from 

Soul Asylum must be of singing ’Run¬ 

away Train'? I would never call that suc¬ 

cess." 

Scribbling in my notebook (“Alien¬ 

ation seems genuine here. Fuckin’ awe¬ 

some”), I notice that the table has turned 

quiet. The guys look sullen. They obvi¬ 

ously realize that my article, In its excite¬ 

ment, could forever change the cultural 

landscape bcrev triggering an avalanche 

of attention to their hometown, much 

like MTV did to Soul Asylum. 

These rock V roll studs are sincerely 

sad that the world is about to know how 

cool they are; that’s how cool they are! 

Hoping to cheer them up, I ask, “So 

what should I see tomorrow night?'1 

Stony silence. 

Finally, Reg, thinking I don’t recog¬ 

nize his self-effacing strategy, says, “Uh, 

you could catch a movie.”• 

Jen and 

Danielle 
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q&a 

Janeane Garofalo 
sits on the can, and Kent Sweet listens. 

Janeane Garofalo is turning heads. In 

yellow-laced boots and a super-oversize 

golf sweater, she is marching toward my 

table to the angry rhythm of some heavi¬ 

ly rarrooed, excessively pierced drummer 

in her head. The former female lead play¬ 

er of The fleti Stiller Show and current 

regular on HBO’s The Larry Sanders 

Show appears unconcerned that her 

almond eyes and hornet-stung lips are 

tightening the trousers of every male 

patron in this dreadful uptown pasta 

trough {her recommendation). 

Janeane, you look great. I saw you on 

the Emmys, you know, 

I know. I had the best time. And The 

Ben St tiler Show won! 

So who’s a better kisser, Garry 

Shandling or Ben Stiller? 

(laughing loudly) Oh, you’re already 

starting with the tough ones. It would 

have to he Ben, E guess* * hecause I’ve 

never kissed Garry. 

Too bad. You know you smoko too 

much. When did you start? 

When I was 27. Are you going ro 

mention mv freshly scrubbed face? I 
.1* i> 

like it when the interviewer describes 

the female celebrity and mentions her 

* freshly scrubbed face.” 

Who is the most disappointing person 

you’ve ever met? 

Oh, God, 

God? 

No! No? The most disappointing per¬ 

son...probably my mother's mother’s 

surrogate mother. That’s my surro¬ 

gate great-grandmother, right? Or is it 

my great-grandsurrogate mother? 

Does your mother know what you're 

doing? 

Of course. 

And what does she think? 

She's thrilled about all of it. Except 

for my recent foray into Scientology. 

Mom is actually a very confused 

woman. She needs to be audited. 

Does America belong in Bosnia? 

People belong...I think,..it's impor¬ 

tant, really, you know? 

Have you ever had sex with a movie 

star? 

No comment. 

Oh, come on. 

My privacy is very important to me, 

Kent, This business is so hard on 

one’s privacy, 

I respect that. Do you have any 

fantasies left? 

They spring eternal. You know that. 

Tell us one. 

To work with John Larroquette, 

You demon. Did you always know you’d 

be a fucking star? 

Always. I always knew. Always, But 

I5d never let it go to my head. 

Has Arafat got a chance? 

As long as he believes in himself, any¬ 

thing is possible. He should, however, 

be audited. 

I love your hair this way. 

Do you? E hate it. 

You don’t. 

I do! How could you not hate it? Bur 

rhen hate is such a strong word. 

What’s the Jerseyest thing about you? 

My love of the Boss! 

Is there a secret to being a sex pot and 

the girl next door? 

It's so hard being so many things to 

so many different people. I really have 

ro fight for every moment of me-time. 

What’s the second-frmst-risqug thing 

you’ve ever done? 

Once, when I was staying at the St. 

James's, I ordered up an entire case of 

iced tea, and 1 washed my hair in it. 

No! 

Yup. Later J heard that that brand 

supports Operation Rescue, and E felt 

really bad. 

What's the third-most-risque thing? 

At Chateau Marmont, I once ordered 

up an entire case of Orangina and 

washed my hair in it. 

Impossible! 

I know. Bur later f heard that Jesse 

Helms drinks Orangina, and I felt 

really bad. 

You know I’ve got to ask, Janeane. 

What’s the fourth-most-risque thing 

you’ve ever done? 

No comment. 

Oh, come on. 

My privacy is very important to me, 

Kent. This business is so hard on 

one’s privacy. 

I respect that. Ever lickeyboomboom 

down? 

Less frequently than Ed like. As I get 

older, 1 find it’s murder on the lumbar 

region. 

And yet those lips of yours— 

Back off, Kent, 

Sorry. What about NAFTA: for or 

against? 

Uh, I really don’t follow stock-car 

racing much, 

Are any stand-up comics funny? 

Sinhad, But he's much more than a 

stand-up. 

What’s your theory on Andy Kaufman? 

The MTV Awards, Nineteen ninety- 

four. That’s all I can really say. 

So are you willing to have cheap sex in 

the name of art? 

If it's in the name of art, how could it 

be cheap? 

Do you like skank men? 

Sure. 

What about men who are kind of well 

groomed, even though they're straight 

and all? 

You mean like you? 

Of course not. Wait. Do 1 really seem... 

straight to you? 

You seem nice. 

Could a man with moussed eyebrows 

ever satisfy you? 

Who arc we talking about exactly? 
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by ABC in the form of the title charac¬ 

ter in Tbear. 

CyberSCORE: Sinbad ploys a successful 

video-game designer. 

II Rodent 
I .1 Empire 
U J Misdeeds; In des¬ 

perate gambit to boost at¬ 

tendance at megabomb 

Euro Disney, HRE intro- 

1 duces alcohol at restau- 

ji rants, claiming "it's part 

of the French experi- 

ence"; releases state ol 

f&vfo minibomb movies 

that includes Hoots 

Mm Paais, Life With 

l 11 A' Executions 
i II I a-Go-Go 

/ Misdeeds: The 

*■ Supreme Court 

m* V rules that death-row 

■ inmate's possible inno- 

cencc is irrelevant to 

\ his case once Texas's 

l I 30-day limit for sub- 

j mitring new evidence 

/ has passed; Texas 

judge Charles J. g 

Hearn, 62, signs death warrant with *1#3i 

a smiley face; Michael Alan Durodier 

wins two-year battle against his own 

lawyers and goes to Florida electric chair; 

Robert Sawyer (IQ 68) becomes the first 

person in Louisiana to be executed by 

lethal injection. 

Mitigating Factor: 

Charles Stamper, 

wheel chair-bound 
since 1986, inspirational- ^\j)|F 

ly shuffles his last few 

steps to the Virginia elec- JKt 

trie chair with the f- 

help of leg braces Jr 
and a walker- 

A ‘ Great Britain, 
I • Basket Case 
/ I Misdeed: Chronic indigence raises 

L V specter of aid packages from fellow 

Commonwealth member countries Kiri¬ 

bati and St, Kitrs-Nevis, 

Tfl Till Sodium J I Pen tat hoi Do Us Part 
I I Misdeeds: Burt s inexorable slide 

L> I from 1970s stud to 1990s gargoyle 

hits bottom with demand that Loni allow 

herself to be injected with truth scrum; 

self-justifying interview on Good Morning 

America backfires when his appear- 

ance and demeanor 

suggest that a cheap * 

■L an imatronic 

knockoff has been f 

£ J| sent in his place. 

spires slew of fatalities with lying-down- 

in-road propaganda movie, The Program. 

Mitigating Factor: Spate of tourist killings 

in Florida drives down the value of Disney 

shares. 

Bonus Points: New biography unmasks ■ 
Walt Disney as an anti-Semite and FBI W 

informer, 

CyserScore; Walt's grandnephew Tim 

Disney is chairman of Virtual World Enter¬ 
tainment, which makes 31 st-eentury Yft 

war game BattleMechs* 

Unplugged 
Misdeed: Eric Cl apton s a mum 

/ U sweeps Grammys and opens way 

L 1 for Rod Stewart s (Jnplugged,,.and 

Seated and uniron it Stewart revisionism. 

Mitigating Factor: Acoustic guitars begin 

to outsell electric guitars. 

I 1 Dangerous Jobs 
I I Misdeeds: A gunman opens fire at a 

UU San Francisco law firm, denounc¬ 

ing lawyers as "rapists" and crypto-roy¬ 

alists; an anarchist cell sends letter 

bombs to prominent academics; 

Jonathan Haynes, a white supremacist, 

shoots a plastic surgeon and confesses to 

having shot a hairdresser for purveying 

"fake Aryan beauty.11 

Mitigating Factor: Fewer lawyers in U*5, 

Qr Sexploitation TV 
Ik Misdeeds: Def Comedy Jam, Toum- 

i 11 send Television and In Living Color 

L V plumb the limitless comic poten¬ 

tial of jokes about crack heads, the 

homeless and the n m 

L.A* riots; Sinbad • *P J J 

uses basketball team 

as metaphor for I 
1 r g 

nondysrunctional 4^ -% 

family; Aunt Jemi- 

ma archetype estab¬ 

lished on That's Aly ^ ^ 

Mama (1974) and ^/ \ * 

What i Happening! ! 

(1976) is continued 

AQ H. Ross Perot 
I I Misdeeds: Adds phrase giant sucking 

I I sound to national lexicon; on the 

L L Today show and Meet the Press, re¬ 

sponds ro questions about his deficit-re¬ 

duction plan by saying, “11 I hat! known 

you wanted them, 1 would have brought 

my charts." 

CtbirScore: Wired defines to Perot as “to 
unexpectedly quit,, as in HMy cellular phone 
just Perat'd/H 

Misdeeds: Kicks off 

presidential cam - 

th tours of paign wi 

28 states, including six 

trips to Iowa and a week- 

long visit to New Hamp¬ 

shire; his vision of gov¬ 

ernment: "I always say 

gridlock's a good thing.... 
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That's what the Founding Fathers 

hud in mind when they created the 

Senate." 

Bonus Points: Of his bout with 
prostate canter, soys, "Many patients 
suffer side effects, including inconti¬ 
nence and impotence, far me, it has 
been on active and far the mast part 
trouble-free recovery." 

Night of the 
Living DoD 
Misdeeds: Newly unclassified 

information discloses that 

U.S.-trained soldiers committed 

the massacre of El Mozote in El Sal¬ 

vador; officials admit that the Pen¬ 

tagon rigged Star Wars tests; 

Reagan-devised doomsday mecha¬ 

nism for destroying Russ kies re¬ 

vealed to be still in effect. 

Jamal Warner in Somalia. Nirvana’s 

Chris Novoselic in Croatia. Susan Son mg 

directing Waiting for Godot in Sarajevo. 

Elizabeth Hubbard {/W the World Tartu) 

in Bosnia. Princess Caroline and Fergie 

considered as UN representatives. 

FBI 
AuTo-da-Fe 
Misdeed: Turns ashram 

into ashtray. 

CtberSCORE: Art Arlington, Virginia, 
man, using Vayager software, has 
programmed a virtual-reality re¬ 
creation of the Waco compound, 
including living quarters, barns 
and silo. 

a 

u 

Time Warner 
Misdeeds: Time runs faked 

photos of Moscow's shocking 

trans vestite-chiId -prostitute 

trade; Vibe runs pop quizzes: "If you had 

a beef on the tuph side of the street and 

someone said, LChooze your weapon!' 

giving you a choice of (a) the Raven .25 

(b) the Jennings *22 or (c) the Lorcin L- 

25* which would you cbooze? TJhhh, 

the Raven?1 NOT!!-' 

Celebrity Goodwill 
Ambassadors 

■ a Misdeeds: Iman in Somalia, Jessica 

U U Lange in Romania. Sophia Loren 

in Somalian Samantha Fox in Bosnia, 

Yasmin Le Bon in Brazil, Malcolm- 

£ r Sharon Stone 
( r| Misdeeds: Seduces Sliver producer 0|l Bill MacDonald by claiming they 

V were lovers in past life, sending 

jilted wife Naomi into arms of Sasquatch 

look-alike joe Eszcerhas; claims she was 

"tricked" into doing Bask Instinct beaver 

shot; says, "Any man eq Hollywood will 

meet me if I want that—no, make that 

any man anywhere." 

Bonus Points: Of Stone's meeting with 
the president, Barbra Streisand says, 
"Why Sharon Stone? She 
doesn't know anything 
□bout policy." 

J ‘ Men in Uniform 
. Run Amok U Misdeeds: Mail carriers Larry Jasion 

V and Mark Hilbun manage to shoot 

five Co-workers between them, the latter 

also scabbing his mother and her dog; 

New York's finest, testifying before the 

Mo lien Commission, admit to regularly 

shaking down drug dealers, yelling drugs 

and guns and snorting cocaine off their 

dashboards; Mets' Vince Coleman throws 

firecracker at 2 V: -year-old fans. 

CtberScore: Amok former man-in-uniform 
Daryl Oates becomes technical adviser for 
Pal ice Quest, a multimedia computer soft¬ 
ware program. 

Men of the Cloth 
Run Amok 
Misdeeds: In a gloss on the biblical 

text, priests around the country 

suffer the little children to come not only 

unco them but also onto and into [hem. 

(9 A 

Id tin HtdU jiiffM* 

iltfti c'! 

matf< nub 

utjcif thdf 

(VMftftMf. 

Pro-Death Pro-Lifers 
Misdeeds: Abandoning quaint 

pracriee of throwing fetuses at 

foes in favor of terrorism, they 

firebomb numerous clinics, shoot two 

abortion doctors and try to assume re¬ 

sponsibility for the shooting of a third, 

who was actually killed in a perfectly 

normal armed robherv, 
# 

Mitigating Factor: The Mobile Press ffeg- 
ister Turns down on Alabama priest's adver¬ 
tisement depicting an obartion doctor with 
a gun pointed at him and the caption justi¬ 

fiable HOMICIDE. 

£ f I Got Ribbon 
Misdeeds: Pink for breast cancer, 

• i green for die rain forests, purple 

U U lor inner-city violence, black for 

anti—death penalty, white for pro- 

school prayer, blue for child abuse, blue 

for pro-tax strike, blue for anti-anti- 

Korcsh raid, blue for the two patricidal 

nice hoys in Oklahoma. 

j Birth Parents 
Misdeeds; Bid to regain custody of 

11 Ba by J ess i ca c onf u ses a publ i c that 

1U dimly recalls a baby with the same 

name down a well; bid to regain custody 

of Kimberly Mays includes timeless 

doggerel; “Precious baby in our arms, 

we never shared your baby charms"; rea- 
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soning involved in bid to regain 

custody from gay Seattle couple 

("1 don't want my child, raised Jibe 

that.„bur rhat isn't the reason we 

want him back'1) easily mistaken 

for contradiction, 

revelations about a bank-robbing step¬ 

sister; a newly discovered half-brother 

in California; n newly discovered half- 

sister in Arizona, whose mother "swears 

Kids Who Kill Kids 
Misdeeds: Bludgeoning of a 4-year- 

old by a l 3-year-old neighbor in 

upstate New York allows 7 itries 
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All the 
President's 
Relatives 
Misdeeds; Roger, at 

a Knicks game, throttles a 

stockbroker who tells 

him, “Your 15 minutes 

are almost up"; Enquirer 

on a stack of Bibles, when she saw the 

pictures of Clinton's lather on TV, that 

that was the man she was married to," 

Bonus Points: People profile of Socks's 

newly discovered sister Midnight, 

writer to report, "They buried Derrick 

in his baseball uniform, with a bat and 

ball...at his side'; bludgeoning of a 2- 

year-oJd by two 10-year-olds in Mersey¬ 

side allows People writer to report, 

"James's small, white coffin iay before 

the altar. Beside ir..„his two favorite 

teddy bears"; dtowning of a 3‘year-old 

by a 12-year-old in The Good Son allows 

Macaulay Culkin image makeover. 

Cyber SCORE: Merseyside killers captured on 

shop video monitors, 

Barry Diller, Visionary 

1 Unwanted Comebacks 
I Misdeeds; Bill Murray; Sylvester 

II Stallone; Leonard Jeffries; Chita 

11 Rivera; Edith Wharton; Harry 

Chapin's "Car s in the Cradle 

Bob Evans; Mills Vanilli; Com¬ 

munists; Diane Keaton; Prince 

Norodom Sihanouk. 

Bonus Points: Plot of Return of 

the Odd Couple uses Jack Klug- 

mon's real-life throat cancer for 

tasteful pathos. 

CyberScO'RE; Annual visit of 

Michelangelo computer virus- 

J (] TV Violence 
A I Misdeeds; V-for-pio/ertce-chip opens 

11/ door to /[/*:£]-chip, i/fo/tel-chip, 

lb in 
France, two 17-year-olds blow them¬ 

selves up making a bomb out of Sugar 

and weed killer, which they had seen 

on MacGyver. 

Bonus Points: Four-year-old Brooklyn boy 

lolled when the family's 27-inch TV falls on him. 

CvberScore: Sega adopts 

ratings system for its 

video games. 

J l The New York Times's 
11 Desperate Attempts 
iUl to Seem Hip 
1 1 Misdeeds: Splashes of color in the 

Book Review and Real Estate sections; 

person of color on the Op-Ed page; 

Styles-esque City section introduced; 

name-drop Mojo Nixon in editorial 

headline; Op-Ed column assigned to 

self-infatuated lardbucket Frank Rich; 

references to Leon Russell as Leon Red- 

bone, to Listening to Prozac as 

Listen to Prozac, to And the 

Band Played On as As the Band 

Played On and to David 

Bowie’s Scary Monsters as Scary 

Munsrers, 

I r Pointy-head 
Ik Peccadilloes 
II il Misdeeds: A federal jury 

111 finds that Janet Mal¬ 

colm defamed Jeffrey Masson but can't 

agree on damages; a Connecticut prose¬ 

cutor asserts that Woody Allen is proba¬ 

bly guilty of child abuse but can't be 

bothered to press charges. 4' Slumming Virtuosi 
1 Misdeeds: Yo-Yo Ma records an 

album with Bobby McFerrin; vi- 

olinist-ofethe-people Nigel Ken¬ 

nedy goes double platinum with 

another collection of Vivaldi's Renais¬ 

sance Muzak; James Galway records 

“Viewer Mail Theme from Late Night 

With Davtd Letkrman\ in an inexplica¬ 

ble spasm of long-dormant Pedophilia* 

the entire Western world goes nuts over 

Henryk Gorecki's Third Symphony. 

Mitigating Factor; Entire Western 

world does not go nuts over Henryk 
Garecki’s Second Symphony, 
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George Bush: 
Why Isn't This Man 
in Jail? 
Misdeeds: Knew about 

arms-for-hostages deal; abetted 

secret arming of Iraq; may have 

strafed a lifeboat in 1944; breaks all 

pre-existing records for postpresidcntial 

venality by accepting $100,000 to 

speak at an Am way convention, 

CvberScqre: Erased compromising E-mail 
and removed computer hard drives before 
he left oHi ce. 

Why Johnny Can't 
Shoot Straight 
Misdeeds: More than 200 NYC in¬ 

nocent bystanders, including 75 

kids, shot in the first nine months of ’93* 

C yberScqr e; Video gomes count everything 

you kill, whether you mean to or not. 

The Th ieves of Bod Gogs 

4 
^4^* a 

"'Split Up at Birth?/ Late Nfgfct With 
Conan O'Brien, September 17, 1993 

h/iWtcIV 

July 1993 September 1993 

Stogiemania 
Misdeeds: Smell-my-success Ameri¬ 

can males glorified in glossy powcf- 

lifestyle quarterly Cigar Aficionado. 

High-profile future cheek-cancer victims 

include Bill Clinton, Arnold Schwarz¬ 

enegger, Bill Cosby, Patrick 

Swayze, Michael Richards, 

Clarence Thomas, Johnny Depp, 

Dan Rather, Lee lacocca, Gregory 

Hines, Alan Alda, David Letter- 

man and Billy Crystal. 

Mitigating Factor: Ruth Bader s 

Gin&hurg refuses to occupy 
Thomos's stench-ridden hand-me- 

down offices* 

n NASA 
( Misdeeds: 

| Lost — one 

U $720 mil¬ 

lion Mars Observer 

and one £67 mil¬ 

lion environmental 

satellite; $1,4 bil¬ 

lion Galileo Jupiter probe unable to ac¬ 

complish a rhird of its mission thanks to 

a stuck antenna; a new analysis esti¬ 

mates a Chai lettger-1 ike tragedy once 

every 60 launches. 

Mitigating Factor; Protestors outside the 

Johnson Propulsion Laboratory claim 
NASA only pretended to lose the Observer 
to cover up discovery of Martians. 

Cyber Score: images from NASA's noMast- 
in-space 1976 Viking probes available on 
the Mars Explorer CD-ROM. 

Those Madcap 
Immigrants 
Misdeeds: Six Chinese 

would-be illegal immi¬ 

grants die after their barge 

runs aground off the coast of 

Queens; INS officials scram¬ 

ble ro explain how alleged ter¬ 

rorist ringleader Sheik Omar 

Abdel Rahman was ever grant¬ 

ed a visa to enter the United 

Scares; NEA-subsidized group 

hands out $10 bills to illegals at 

the Mexican border as part of 

conceptual-are demonstration. 

Real-Life 
Home Atone 
News Stories 
Misdeed: Replace 

more engaging real-life 

Fatal Attraction news srories. 

" Overrated 
Italian- 
American 
Actors 

Misdeeds: Win unde¬ 

served Academy Awards 

(Pacino, Tomei); think 

they re so good in 

front of the camera 

that they should be 

behind it as well (De 

Niro, DeVito); parlay 

years of near-fame into grating Ford 

commercials (Lucci). 

Mitigating Factor: Only De Niro overrates 

Che 11 Pa I minted. 

Everybody's Stalking 
Misdeeds; Sonny Bono stalked by a 

homeless man; Yanni stalked by 

the daughter of a shipping tycoon; 

Edward James Olmos stalked by Mexi¬ 

can Mafia; joy Silverman stalked by a 

New York judge; Kathie Lee Gifford 

stalked by an accused rapist. 

Mitigating Factor: Andrew Dice Clay also 
being stalked* 

Queer Like Us 
Misdeeds; Kurt Cobain tells the 

Advocate, Tm definitely gay in 

spirit and T probably could be bi¬ 

sexual' ; Suede's Bretr Anderson de¬ 

scribes himself as a bisexual who’s never 

had a homosexual experience; light¬ 

ning-on-the-uptake Marky Mark says 

it's cool to ‘suck dick/' 

CyberScorE; An on-disk data base 
available far DOS and Mac coded 

Queers in History, Sf The Biospherians 
Misdeeds: Refuse to talk 

■ about their sex lives in- 

U side rhe bubble; use 

space terminology about Bio¬ 

sphere, referring to "inaugural voy¬ 

age" and "re-entry," but without 

compensatory possibility of its ever 

blowing Up* 

Jp — Trr? 

1 '"H 

Ts -7 • U 

Maureen Dowd, 
Dean of 
Journalism 
Misdeeds: Appears in a 

Vanity Fair phoro spread titled “The Gray 

Lady's Swing Kids"; mutates from Times 

White House correspondent to Times rov¬ 

ing bclletrist, filing stones from Holly¬ 

wood (on Diane Keaton, Roger Clinton, 

Joe Eszterhas) and England (on Henley 

Regatta and Wimbledon), as well as on 

the Quayle museum and Rush Lim- 

baugh, by dint of her ability to craft such 

sentences as “The Wimbledon magic 

steals over a visitor slowly, like eating an 

ice cream cone on a summer afternoon/’ 
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1 Clear Products 
Misdeeds: Zima Clearmalc, Tab 

Clear, Clear Ivory dishwashing liq- 

. uid, Miller Clear, Crystal Clear 

Amoco Ultimate gasoline, ClearChoice 

mouthwash, Gillette ClearGel amiperspi- 

rant, Clearly Canadian sugary7 water. Diet 

Crystal Pepsi, Kirs tie "I'm Always Clear" 

Alley, Tom Cruise, Juliette Lewis, 

OyberSCQKE: Clear Software of Brookline, 

Moss. 

Hard -^Read 
Mis SEEDS: Ray Cun, Wired, Month 2000, 

Future Sex. 

Mitigating Factor: Hot worth reading 

anyway. 

CveEftSCORE: Apple-Kadok-Sony-sponsored 
Open Wider, a math-hyped CD-ROM subti¬ 
tled "The Electronic Interactive Multi- 
Medio Magazine," sucks. 

Emma 
Thompson 
and Kenneth 
Branagh 

Misdeeds: Branagh alter¬ 

nately billed as "the new 

Orson Welles" and 

'the new Laurence 

Olivier but never, 

oddly, "the new 

Richard Attenborough"; 

Thompson's shabby-genteel 

affectations—keeping her Oscar 

in the toilet, and "my old Oxfatn 

slippers”—somehow more annoying than 

regular movie-star vulgarity. 

Bonus Points: MWe [the British! want our 

movie stars to be movie stars, not forty lit- 

tie types from Britain"—Branagh. 

TM 

The Three-peat 
Mitigating Factor: Retirement of 

Michael Jordan scuttles chances of 

Pat Riley ever cashing in on his 

Four-ward" copyright. 

r The Bridges of 
I k Madison County 
I fl Misdeeds: Vapid, overwritten f-can- 

/ U read novella about how bored wives 

reach Nirvana with a good lay sells 4,1 

million copies and spawns cottage indus¬ 

try for author, Iowa academic Robert 

Waller, who sings spin-off album. The 

Ballads of Madison 

Countyt and stars in 

Ballads video. _f 

Bonus Points: Mare _ 

Triass k 
than 500 calls to Na- ~ 
tional Geographic ask¬ 
ing for Robert Kincaid's 

photo-essay. 

CtberScorE: Multimedia CD-ROM Bridges, 

with text, ballads and gurgling water, only 

a matter of time. 

Lesbianism Lite 
Misdeeds: No longer hairy man- 

haters or ice pick-wielding fiends. 

Now cuddly, cute cover girls. Out 

is in for k. d. lang, Melissa Etheridge, 

Martina Navratilova, Sandra Bernhard, 

Amanda Bearse and Dorothy Allison- 

changing the world one Conde Nast in¬ 

terview at a rime. 

Nasty, Disempowering, 
Hurtful, Hateful Movies 
Misdeeds: Asian-Americans protest 

Rising Sun, even though the 

novel's Japan-bashing has been excised 

from the film; unemployed defense 

workers protest Falling Down's thesis 

that they are high-strung and wear 

pocket protectors; Arab-Americans 

protest Aladdin lyric, "Where they'll 

cut off your ear if they don't like your 

face/ It's barbaric, bur hey, it's home." 

Mitigating Factor: Falling Dawn inspires 
predictably pussy-whipped Newsweek story an 

"White Male Paranoia": "White guys should 
have realized things were starting to slip at 

the time of the Clarence Thomas hearings.^*" 

CtBEftScORE: No Falling Dawn video game 

appears, but a computer game called Urban 

Commando lets you blow up meter maids. 

Jurassic Cretaceous Cretinous 

'J ' Barney, Not Yet Extinct D, Misdeeds: At press rime, sales of 

Barney merchandise top $200- 

million; Universal planning to re¬ 

lease Barney: The Mtn>ie\ several major 

record companies lighting tooth and nail 

for rights to a line of Barney records, 

Mitigating Factor: Barney backlash—par¬ 

ody of the theme song now making the 

rounds of schools ("! hate you/ You hate 

me/ Let's get a gun and shoot Barney/ And 
a shot rang out, and Borney hit the 
floor/ No more purple dinosaur"). 

fl 

0 Vince Foster 
Conspiracy Theories 
MISDEEDS: (1) Was having an about- 

to-be-exposed affair with Hillary— 

Village Voice. (2) Was investigating the 

suspicious deaths, declared suicides, of 

two Arkansas sailors who had threatened 

to expose navy drug traffickers—Daily 

Nm's. (3) The Wall Street Journal made him 

do it—New Republic, (4) Really Harry 

Thomasons fault for forcing travel office 

shake-up—William Safi re. 

Hardcover Screenplays 
Misdeeds: Thinly disguised screen¬ 

plays Jurassic Park, The Firm and 

Rising Sun hurtle up best-seller 

lists, ensuring future blockbuster 

movies that re-hurl authors up the best¬ 

seller lists, ensuring still more future 

hardcover screenplays. 

Eastern European 
Success Stories 
Misdeeds; George Soros, billionaire 

Hun no* American, rattles the cur¬ 

rency markets and thus helps the Hun¬ 

garian Stock Exchange take off; Ismail 
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Kadare, wise, witty, won¬ 

derful novelist and Alban¬ 

ian, reviewed in New York 

Tims; first Polo Gold Cup 

held in Prague; Romanian 

gymnast and home wreck¬ 

er Nadia Comaneci lights 

up Great White Way in 

Jockey for Hers billboard; 

Polish entrepreneurs lion¬ 

ized in Forbes', Mysterious 

Bulgarian Singers release 

fourth album, 

CYBERSCORE: Bulgaria be¬ 

comes planet's principal 

manufacturer of computer 

viruses. 

IT Pepsi Dyspepsia 
k Misdeeds: Enterpris- 

* I ing Americans nation- 

I U wide plant syringes 

and other objects in 

their Pepsi cans; in the 

Philippines, a Pepsi pro- 

m ot i o n a 1 n u m be rs ga m c 

worth $37,000 goes horri¬ 

bly awry when the wrong 

winning number is an¬ 

nounced, hall a million 

people claim prize, and 

more than 30 Pepsi deliv¬ 

ery trucks are torched in 

rhe ensuing riots. 

Battered Celebrity 
Husbands 
Misdeeds: Kelsey Grammer files re¬ 

straining order against estranged 

wife Leigh-Ann Csuhany; Axl Rose sues 

fiancee Stephanie Seymour for swinging a 

chair at him and punching him in the 

groin; cosmetics heir Dean Jay Factor 

files restraining order against fiancee 

Shannen Doherty after she allegedly 

threatens "to hire a few guys to beat me 

up and sodomize me on rhe front lawn." 

Mitigating FACTOR; The women deny all 

the charges. 

Loser Chic 
Misdeeds: Inex¬ 

plicable cachet 

of sporting 

goods from the Col¬ 

orado Rockies, the 

San Jose Sharks, the 

Florida Marlins and the still-incubatory 

Anaheim Mighty Ducks, 

Mitigating Factor; Nobody stocking up on 

Ottowa Senators Tshirts fust yet. 

Edwardian Fashions 

Still the Next Big Things 
Misdeeds: Black 47 ( An Irish ver¬ 

sion of the E Street Band"—New 

York Times), Harvey Keitel (ABOUT 

to EXPLQDE“£jtf/w>f), Chapel Ililf 

("Forger about Seattle" -Details), poetry 

readings ("The new nock & roll"—Enter¬ 

tainment Weekly), Nick Scorn ("Hot, 

sexy, talented, up-and-coming"—a Vani¬ 

ty Fair publicist), the Knicks, perennial 

next-big-thing Denis Leary, 

CyberScore: That data glove is still on its way. If Emoticons 
, Misdeeds: :)... :D... : * ... ;)... 

: X... : P.... }:> 

Phony Pot Revivalism 
Misdeeds; Ubiquitous Phillies 

Blunt T-shirts, countless news fea¬ 

tures on the "hemp" movement, 

caps emblazoned with marijuana-leal 

Logos, dope-savvy movies like Dazed and 

Confused, evangelical albums by Cypress 

Hill, Dr. Dre, and the Black Crowes—all 

in spite of the fact that DEA statistics 

show marijuana use down I 3 percent 

over the last seven years. 

Dan Rather 

Misdeeds: Pretends to be pleased 

about CBS's desperate decision to 

pair him with Connie Chung 

("What you re looking at today is a very 

happy, very excited Dan Rather"); 

makes fuss about being allowed to say 

"Goodnight" after Chung because other 

way around "sounds funny”; complains 

about "luzz and wuzz" on the air. 

Bonus Points: New wing in CBS building 
called "the Chung Unit/' 

Renophilia 
( Misdeeds: Admission of responsi¬ 

bility for barbecuing 85 Christians 

II garners attorney general plaudits 

from The New York 'Hines ("A prized 

asset"), T/w* (“Pure oxygen in a city with 

thin air"), Rolling Stone f’Classic macho 

political style") and spy, among others. 

11 Dennys the Menace 
, Misdeeds: Black Secret Serv ice agents 

claim it refused them service; mawk- 

ishly hugs mother ne of rhe men 

who bear him to a bloody pulp; is subject 

of 210-page Calvin Trillin nostalgia-lest, 

Lome Michaels, 
Comedy Guru 

f Misdeeds: Parlays position as pro- 

JLf duccr of perennially mediocre Sat¬ 

urday Night Live into role of 

inescapable comedy colossus; 

cruelly indulges naive come¬ 

dy writer's ill-conceived 

dreams of stardom; on 

strength of Wayne's World. 

plans spin-off movies of 

every skit of the last 15 

years, including Cette- 

beads, a Hans and 

Franz musical and a 

two-hour Par vehicle. 

Mitigating Factor: Is only performer on 

5NL who doesn't stare at the cue cards. 

| f Transvestite Chic 
l ( Misdeeds: RuPaul, nominated for a 

i Grammy, gets to choose his/her 

U U category; spawns drag-queens-tbr- 

a-day Robin Williams, Evan Dando, 

Bono, Nirvana, Duran Duran, Gregory 

H ines, Martin Lawrence, 

Peter Maas and jay 

Mclnerney; in the wake of 

such intellectual spine- 

ting I era as The Crying 

Game, Orlando and Al. 

Butterfly, Tama Janowicz's 

career temporarily revived 

by rumors that she is 

really "Tom A. Janowitz.” 

CYeerScOre: A new comput¬ 

er game called Gay Blade turns out to be 
a version of Dungeons & Dragons in 

which drag queens bottle Republicans 

and Christian fundamentalists. 
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Shocked Suburbia 
Misdeeds: Time cover story exposing 

armed anomie in white suburb]a; a 

single charge of lewd conduct in 

Lakewood, California, provokes 1H A Vie 

Yorker pages from Joan Did ion; a gang- 

rape trial in Glen Ridge, New Jersey, 

imbues term suburban high school athlete 

with all the cachet of urban youth. 

Charlie Rose 
Misdeeds: Calls Abe Rosenthal a 

’’paragon in the world of 

newspapers"; has young, hip 

Rolling Stone editors on to discuss new 

music and then asks how the new James 

Taylor alhum is; wears ugly ties; ss 

considered handsome by Liz Smith; 

keeps crack ol his whirlwind social life 

on a Wizard pocket gizmo. 

Moss Hysteria 
Misdeeds: Angry 

charges that the 

"waif1,1' look was cre¬ 

ated because big, chesty 

gals like Cindy Crawford et 

al. were too "threatening ‘ 

to men; "Nobody who isn't 

ill looks like those waifs*” 

says Naomi Wolf, who 

likens the $ 1 0,000-a-day 

models to "concentration 

camp victims"; photos of 

Kate Moss* age 19, in her 

underwear in British Vogue 

cause angry readers to ac¬ 

cuse the magazine of en¬ 

couraging pedophilia. 

Upmarket Grunge 
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Sperm-o- 
Rama 
Misdeeds: Semen 

as featured player 

in Frozen Assets and 

Made in America'* semen as hottest 

black-market commodity since human 

kidneys, particularly in the case of 

Douglas Moss, a Park Avenue gyne¬ 

cologist who runs an illegal sperm bank 

from his office, passing off Gentile 

sperm as being glare kosher; semen as 

heirloom in at least two contested wills; 

semen as red herring in off-target 

thriller Malice, and in real-life case of 

murder suspect who smears ready-to- 

wear sperm on his victim, Presumed 

innocent—style; semen as deus ex 

machina for William Kunstler* who 

announces at key moment of a murder 

trial, “You know whose sperm was in 

his mouth/ It was yours!” 

Q 
QBret Pack 

Misdeeds: Brings us Donna Tartt 

"and The Secret History without ever 

once intimating that an excruciat¬ 

ing Netr Yorker story, “Tam o' Sbanter,” 

will be part of the package; brings us 

noveiist-as-cheesecake avatar Marina 

Rust* who road-tests beauty products for 

Vogue CMy nose was so confused. One 

day I'd smell like tropical-fruit Life 

Savers* the next day, a rain forest") and 

poses for People s "50 Most Beautiful” 

issue ("I wear jeans and a big white shirt 

for writing, then emerge at night in 

Something simple, black and Calvin"). 

Mitigating Factor: Did not come out with 

o novel of his own. 

Mondo Moron 
Misdeeds: Be a vis and Butt-head 

boxer shorts and Christmas 

ornaments; ‘Heh, heh, heh" a 

national catchphrase, evert used 

grannyishly by Letterman; Rob 

Smigehs "Moron's Perspective”; Pauly 

Shore's white-hot Son-in-Law\ Ren & 

Stimpy; a Tori Spelling workout video 

CTm always being told, 'You have this 

incredible figure, I want to look like 

you so badly'”). 

OWOPs 
(Wrinkly Old 

> Parasites) 
U! Misdeeds: They oppose cuts in 

Social Security* they oppose cuts in 

Medicare* they oppose cuts in welfare, 

they oppose cuts in cost-of-living 

allowances, they oppose means tests, 

they oppose additional funding for 

public schools and rent-controlled 

apartments, and they get to ride in 

wheelchairs through crowded airports. 

Mitigating Factors: They won the Second 

World Wor; they occasionally volunteer to 

baby-sit; they do not own boom boxes. 

CY&EFtScORE: Electronic transfer of Social 

Security checks keeps old coots from tak¬ 

ing up too much space in the bonk on Fri¬ 

day afternoons. U[ [j Hip-Hop Hoo-ha 
I Misdeeds- A Houston man guns 

/ down a state trouper and blames 

W it on listening to too much hard¬ 

core rap; inner-city activity of sexual- 

high-jinks-in-pools repackaged as 

"whirlpooling” and re re leased with rap 

soundtrack, 14 Whoomp/Whoot! There it 

is,” to huge sales; white supremacists 

arrested for bombing NAACP office in 

Tacoma* Washington* confess cheir plan 

to attack prominent synagogues, military 

installations and ices T and Lube. 

Mitigating Factor: Ice-T's manager 

claims that Yasir Arafat was "bumping" the 

rapper's music during his Middle East 
peace flight to Washington. 

CyserScore: "I make no apology/ For linkin' 

my thinkin' to computer technology"—-rapper 

Grand Oral Disseminator. 
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MU The Pope, Inc* 
Misdeeds: Authorizes 300 prod¬ 

ucts for World Youth Day in 

Denver, including Miracle Mug 

(SI 495) tin which the pope appears 

over the Denver skyline when a hot 

beverage is poured in, gold coin with 

papal face ($999), 

Pope Scope ($8.50), 

Warhol-style por¬ 

trait of pope giving 

thumbs up and say- 

mg "Most excel¬ 

lent" on T-shirt 

($16) and LIFE IS 

SHORT—PRAY HARP 

T-shirt ($16), 

Mitigating Factor: 

Destruction of pope 
simulacrum on no¬ 

tional TV proves to 
be undoing of Sinead 

O'Connor, Of i Larry Hogue 
jl Misdeeds: Having terrorized Upper 

11 West Side for years, crack-addled 

1 "Wild Man of 96th Street" becomes 

media superstar with a segment on 60 

Minutes and saturation coverage in AW York 

Post; pulls off a Madonna-worthy image 

rethink on re least from a Queens mental 

hospital, chiding reporters, "I'm no more of 

a drug addict than you are" ; re-emerges in a 

Manhattan hotel room, surrounded by drug 

paraphernalia, and later tries to throw a 

chair at the judge at liis arraignment. 

Mitegating Factor: As combatant in Viet¬ 

nam era, was beaned by on airplane propeller. 

f r Virginia 
k Misdeeds: OHie North as senatorial 

» |l candidate; courts take away 

Ull lesbian's son and give him to 

grandmother whose boyfriend allegedly 

molested boy's mother as a teenager; 

psychotic feminist heroine lops off drunk 

husband's penis; reigning gun capital of 

the world; home of polo-playing Sam 

Shepard; headquarters of fundamentalist 

frothers Pat Robertson and Jerry Falwell 

and famous white-trash, born-again 

theme park, Holy Land USA, 

Cy&erScore: Penis cutter technically a 

hacker. 

0 Embarrassing Dads 
Misdeeds; President Clinton s dad, 0 William Jefferson Blythe (his 

U sales pitch stretched to more than 

vacuum nozzles); General Shalikashvili’s 

dad (a card-carrying member of the 

Schutzscaffel); tennis star Mary Pierce's 

dad (a bail-jumping felon who stalks the 

family through Europe, jeopardizing the 

$500-a-week allowance his daughter 

gives him, and remarks, “1 slapped Mary 

around only once and she knows it"); 

Siamese twins’ dad, Kennerh Lakeberg 

(who funnels his children's benefactions 

into a $1,300 cocaine binge, saying, "1 

think J deserved ac least that much ’), U( |J Things Beginning With E 
I Misdeeds■ El Entertainmenc Tele- 

I vision; E. coii bacteria; E. Graydnn 

I Carter. 

Mitigating Factor: E. B. White's prose still 

sparkles- 

Bonus Points: Massacre in E. Timor still 
being ignored by mainstream media. 

Cy&erScore: E-mail, 

Q Germans 
, Misdeeds; Having totally ruined Uthe first half of the 20th century, 

the Krauts go for a cwilight-of- 

the-millennium hat trick. Kraut lending 

policies shred the fragile rapes try of 

Western Europe's currency structure; 

Turk-murdering Kraut skinheads 

revive Depression-era brown-shifted 

unpleasantness; Kraut stabs 

world's preeminent Yugoslav 

tennis player in the 

back, ensuring Kraut 

Steffi Graf's victory 

at Wimbledon and 

the United States 

Open, and then gets 

suspended sentence 

from Kraut court in 

Hamburg; worship 

David H asset ho ff as 

ijbermnsch. 

Bonus Points: Krauts 

play host to Gary 
Puckett when he 

rerecords his hits 

"Young Girl" and 
"Woman, Woman 
(Have You Got Cheat¬ 
ing on Your Mind?)." 

Q Cheers Grief 
Misdeeds; Press glut of 

i i fond remembrances by 

v v ex-celebs like Norman 

Schwarzkopf C'We've had a lot 

of people like Clift serving in 

the military...") and Michael 

D ukakis ("Sam’s the guy 1 

rd ate to"); final episode packs 

30 minutes of humor into 90 

minutes; most of cast gets 

vomiting-drunk on live Tonight 

Show that follows; LT am in a 

deep, dark, dismal depres¬ 

sion"—Kirstie Alley; "f just 

bawled my eyes out, I never 

mind crying. An adult is 

nothing but a child with layers 

on " — Woody Harrelson, 

Madonna 
Misdeed: Body oj 

Evidence boxes, 

cluttering up 

video-store shelves, 

far too easily 

confused with 

h igher-qual ity 

direct-to-video 

feature Body of 

Influence. 
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This month: The Clintons, mon¬ 

arch* of pain; romance blooms in Japan: 

Gorbachev and Mitterrand dear the air; 

ogling the oligarch. January 1994 

Hillary Clinton conducts an 

impromptu experiment in sensory 

deprivation, while her husband 

induces a painful migraine 

in a future voter. 
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Japanese high school students 

enjoy a demonstration of their 

country's trade policies. 





Mikhail Gorbachev bests 

host Francois Mitterrand in a 

traditional French farting game. 



Zairean quadraphonic-head phones 

enthusiast makes eyes at a bust 

of President Mobutu Sese Seko. 
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FICTION 

By Mark O'Donnell 

t was Christmas morn¬ 

ing, bat char didn’t seem 

to matter to Clad Brown¬ 

ish, the smartest boy on 

earth. He had risen late, 

and his pajamas with the 

extinct-mamma Is pattern 

were studded with some of 

the caramel corn he’d 

spilled in his bedshcets 

during a typically sleep¬ 

less night. Clad s high 

IQ made sleep im¬ 

possible, Although he was only 

twelve, lifelong insomnia had left 

him looking thirty, which might 

have unnerved salespeople, but he 

never went out. The court had 

awarded him custody of himself 

when he was eight, and they were 

lucky he hadn't hypnotized them 

into giving him more. 

As on any ocher morning, he read 

the dozen papers he subscribed 

to, which invariably annoyed him, 

because whenever there were specu¬ 

lations about who had assassinated 

someone, or what had ruined 

the economy, or where a missing 

child was, he knew the answer. The 

clamor of ignorant rescue squads irri¬ 

tated him. He never shared his 

knowledge with the authorities, 

though. He was also the most selfish 

boy on earth. 

He had been named Clad by acci¬ 

dent. Aware even in the womb of the 

potential dangers awaiting him, he 

had tried to improvise armor for 

himself by plaiting stray bits of pla¬ 

centa and wrapping himself in them, 

L,lr‘s dad" the delivering doctor had 

observed, and the recording nurse 

had misunderstood. Clad always said 

he'd been frustrated by the confusion 

but had been unable to explain him¬ 

self until weeks later. 

It was almost noon when his older 

brother Ouch arrived at Gad’s vertig¬ 

inously cluttered apartment. Coinci¬ 

dentally enough, Ouch was the nicest 

man on earth, though his extreme 

goodness had left the thirty-year-old 

looking merely twelve, and that 

meant he wras constantly being bul¬ 

lied by thirteen-year-olds. On Christ¬ 

mas, though, his boyishness was dis¬ 

missed as holiday decor, and he could 

travel unharmed. Incidentally, the 

doctor who had delivered Ouch 

hadn't said "Ouch.’ Ouch's mother 

had just liked the name. 

Ouch carried with him a tray 

sloppily covered with strips and 

scraps of aluminum foil, as if mice 

strapped for supplies had tried to 

devise a tarpaulin, and a young bur 

hard-looking woman was with him. 

Although she wore wooden shoes 

and a white peaked cap and apron, 

they were soiled and worn, and her 

blond braids contrasted confusingly 

with her heavily and amateurishly 

made-up eyes and lips, She seemed 

resentful but too tired to argue. 

"Let nothing you dismay!” Ouch 

tried gamely. Since he was good, he 

didn't want to annoy his brother 

with any overfamiiiar Christmas re¬ 

frain, but since he was good, he was 

compelled to celebrate. He and the 

uneasy girl tiptoed through the in¬ 

tentionally shattered model air¬ 

planes and smoldering electrical ex¬ 

periments to find where Clad lay 

murmuring "Of course! and "Obvi¬ 

ously! to the manger of newspaper 

sections surrounding him. Clad 

hadn’t bothered putting up Christ¬ 

mas decorations—the only holiday 

he seemed to like was V-J Day, 

which he spent imitating nuclear 

explosions, usually until he lost 

consciousness. 

lad, are you going to stay 

in those pajamas all 

year?" joked Ouch, in the 

unfunny way nice people 

do. Actually, Clad had worn 

this pair for only a few weeks, and he 

usually remembered to put a smock 

over them when he was at his dissect¬ 

ing. The only time he had ever been 

tempted to go out was to see a super¬ 

nova he knew would be visible only 

from one Southern Hemisphere tele¬ 

scope. He would have had to take a 

plane, train and boat, though, to get 

to it, and he had a fear of heights, 

widths and depths, respectively. 
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Clad continued fanning through 

books and magazines as though 

looking for secreted money or sub¬ 

scription blanks, and muttered, 

“Math error in the statement of 

ownership" and "The new premiers 

a spy.” He paused, picked up a 

comic hook and addressed his 

brother. "Who's sheC he asked. The 

doctors had said he had an unrea¬ 

sonable fear of strangers, but Clad 

knew it was reasonable. 

This is Ooiaf Ouch said hope¬ 

fully. 'M met her just now passing 

the bus station. She’s a long way 

from home and has no one to spend 

Christmas with. I asked her to join 

us. We can be a kind of alternative 

family. It's like our own TV Christ¬ 

mas movie,’ Emotional appeals to 

Clad had to be disguised as techno¬ 

logical playthings. "OoIsl’s from 

Holland," 

Clad finished his comic book, 

’’They always go back to examine 

their own bombs, that's their tragic 

flaw," he sighed, letting the comic 

book drop, and then murmured to 

himsell derisively, “Did she take the 

bus from Holland?’' 

"At least say hello to a poor home¬ 

less girl," Ouch said evenly, challenge 

ing hts brother to do a simple sum if 

only out of idleness. She shivered, 

even though the small room was as 

close as a closet. 

'Things bad in Holland?" Clad 

offered finally, amusing himself 

until he figured out what to do 

with them. 

’Horrible," Oola answered. "All 

the cheese is rotten, the dairies 

flooded. Mutant tulips are buckling 

the highways. My parents wouldn't 

let me date, 1 had to get out," She 

found a bottle of whiskey that Clad 

used in his synthetic-fuel experi¬ 

ments and took an unashamed swig, 

having rightly guessed there were no 

glasses in the place, 

“I brought some food for us, and a 

present for you!" Ouch put in, to re¬ 

fresh the proceedings. He set down 

the haplessly foil-festooned tray and 

took a microchip from his coat pock¬ 

et, "It s the Bible in secret code, sup- 
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posedly unbreakable—at least ac¬ 

cording to my friend in the State 

Department who had it made for me. 

I hope you enjoy it!" He offered gilts 

wirh rhe falling inflection others 

would use to ask for them. 

Clad accepted the small golden 

chip indifferently. “I'll do it with my 

crossword puzzles," he lied, and 

turned to Go la. The way you’re 

breaching—you're going to get a bad 

cough soon/' 

Again Ouch sent a dove into 

massing thunder heads, "Why don't 

you come wirh us to the hospital? 

Mom said she'd fix those butter 

sticks rolled in Kool-Aid you like so 

much. They let her use rhe kitchen in 

off-hours.'1 

Clad stretched and went to the 

window, "Its foggy nut. Too many 

traffic risks, I can make Kool-Aid 

sticks here. Besides, there's a special 

on Antarctica I want to watch.” 

I 

Oola seemed more relaxed* 

and sat on a stack of stads- 

■ deal abstracts. She peered 

suspiciously at Clad* like a 

bad child unwilling to be at 

the zoo. “Didn’t you get your brother 

anything?1’ she asked him in her for¬ 

eign accent, which is supposed to ex¬ 

cuse frankness. 

Clad stared out into the invisible 

street, where automobiles could be 

faintly heard colliding. "Maybe 1 

will,” he responded finally* and 

changed the subject, “Do you have 

any chocolate bars with you?" 

She shifted nervously on her pre¬ 

carious stool of books. Obviously she 

had the chocolate. 

Clad turned to Ouch. "Thar deli 

platter you bought is spoiled. If we 

ate it, we would die," 

'But the men at the store had 

sold all their other platters*1' Ouch 

protested* ' and they were so afraid 

they wouldn’t sell out completely," 

They had run out of foil at the del i* 

but there had been some safe-look¬ 

ing scraps of it in rhe Dumpster. 

He was embarrassed* aware that 

he’d been coo impulsive, but he 

tried one final, tertiary upsurge. 

"The mayor asked us over, coo! He 

said he’d give you rifle-range access 

at the police academy in exchange 

for a hint or two about the crisis in 

our schools," 

Clad didn’t turn his head from 

the window, “Everyone wanes co 

pick my brain. You don’t know what 

it's like. You’re nice, there are no 

useful meetings in that,1' Ouch 

flinched at the reminder that his all- 

volunteer career had to be subsi¬ 

dized by fact-checking local obituar¬ 

ies. “By the way,' Clad added, with 
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the easy malice of a twelve-year-old. 

“You listed that poet as fifty-seven. 

She was sixty-three. Poets lie like 

movie stars." Unexpectedly, Ouch burst 

into tears like a bladder 

too eager to empty itself 

while its owner fumbles 

with keys. “I cant go on I" 

he sobbed, and his freckled face 

flushed, sunset on a herd of sheep, 

“I've been under such strain! I 

joined the volunteer fire department 

but they still don't have equipment 

for me, and chose last few fires have 

been so Atffb^The health depart¬ 

ment took my squatters away—just 

when I thought I could cure their 

kleptomania!,,,And you know my 

Let s Pretend Theater van got to¬ 

taled by a semi!" 

"Don't forget your loneliness, ei¬ 

ther,' Clad added indifferently. 

Oola took advantage of the unex¬ 

pected confusion and drew a pistol 

from her largest apron pocket. "All I 

want is cash," she said tensely. “You 

can have your books and every¬ 

thing/1 On top of her bus lag, she 

felt the headiness of irreversible bad 

behavior, and she weaved slightly. 

Ouch might have grabbed the gun, 

but he knew it wasn't his. Clad 

made a tiny whistle that pricked her 

inner ear and Oola dropped her 

weapon, which was slippery with 

melted chocolate anyway, 

"You’re both having a terrible 

time," he announced impassively, like 

an archaeologist reading the diary of 

someone long dead. "But I can help 

you. He had never helped anyone 

before. It might have been a TV 

Christmas movie, except Clad s voice 

was apathetic and Oola had begun 

coughing at his big moment. He fo¬ 

cused on both of them, far more in¬ 

tently than he had before, for several 

long seconds. "Now come with me to 

the window," he said. 

The litt ered floor seemed to 

sweep itself clean before them as 

they walked dizzily to the window. 

Outside the fog was gone, but the 

light in the streets flickered like a 

strobe and characters flitted past tike 

dirt on an old film of a landscape, 

"You're making the time pass 

quickly?11 Ouch asked fear!Lilly. He 

had done well in school himself, but 

he didn't Like advanced placement. 

*No!" scoffed Clad, “That's im¬ 

possible. I’ve hypnotized you both 

into very slow metabolisms, so thar 

time seems to be passing quickly." 

Beneath them traffic darted past 

like bubbles in a fluid injection. 

Sales and salesmen came and went 

and the city lights oscillated wildly, 

one giant haywire pinball machine. 

Oola clenched at the velocity, and 

her blond braids began to dull, 

"But Clad!" Ouch trembled. 

“You're right along with us, talking 

to us! Why don't you seem to be 

zooming around?'" He had begun to 

weather and contract, like a plush toy 

left in the rain. 

Clad shrugged, though it took 

two weeks, I decided to hypnotize 

myself too," he said, “It’s like im¬ 

proving a bad video game by in¬ 

creasing the speed. My theory is, J 

should like it this way. The hazards 

seem less real. Think of it as speed¬ 

ing through a falling-rock zone, rac¬ 

ing beyond pointlessness/' His eyes 

took on the glazed resignation of 

someone watching a computer try to 

work an irrational number out to its 

final digit. 

In the street far below, parades 

and funerals flashed past like pages 

flipping by in a magazine Clad 

was reading, with only occasion¬ 

al glimpses of abandoned cars. 

Awnings opened and shut like 

hummingbird wings in flight, and 

only the potholes were unchanging. 

Rats had long since eaten the deli 

platter and died, Somewhere wind¬ 

mills spun and ground themselves 

into nothingness. Dim gremlin 

chittering, like a film fast-forward¬ 

ing on a forgotten screen, eddied in 

their ears. After a while only puck¬ 

ering Clad, strapped into his own 

trance, with his keenest ears on 

earth, could make olu the periodic 

droning of sirens and, once every 

winter, the pealing of bells. J 
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1 %,672 205,211 

carrier pr other means; 
samples, complimentary 
and other free copies 5,221 4,741 

TOTAL DISTRIBUTION 
COPIES mot distributed 
Office Lite, left over, 

unaccounted for, spoiled 

201,693 209,952 

after printing 
RETURNS from 

3,966 2,045 

news a genii 116,120 132,39? 
TOTAL 321,907 344,389 

1 certify ihdl the sUterr^r.r.s rnade by me abeye are corirect 

and complete. —Gerald Tayfnr, Publisher 
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Reading lists oren t just 
for the university any¬ 
more—now there's spy's 

Required Reading! 
Beyond multicultural, 
our syllabus consists of 
publications that are 
variously intelligent, lit¬ 
erary and earthy, politi¬ 
cally correct and enter¬ 
tainingly incorrect. 

The chance to sample 
and subscribe to some of 
today's finest periodicals 
is sitting in your lap. Just 
fill out the attached 
coupon—this is one 
reading list 
you won't * 
want to m " 

x_/ 

L 

Q£T 
tLUllWNATER 

;' ^ 

i 
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bOING-bOSNG "-Th^ World's Greatest Neu 
rozme" njects heaping doses of fringe culture, 
brain candy, cyberpunk, sex, and high weirdness 
directly into your nervous system, "Lives up to 
the promise of guerrilla reality engineering"— 

/yfofltfo 2000, "Covers the cyberdetie wavefront 
with intelligence and irreverence"—Reflex. 
"Smart and whimsical"- Whale Earth Review. 
Sample, $3,95; four-issue subscription, $14, 

THE SEXUALITY 
LIBRARY 

THE SEXUALITY LIBRARY Hundreds of 
hooks and videos about sea—that won't Insult 
your intelligence. Enlightening advice, electrify 
ing erotica, nformatioti on experiencing more 
pleasure, classic and cutt ng-edge smut, comics, 
history and more. Each title individually select¬ 
ed and reviewed by the folks at Good Vibra¬ 
tions. $2, applied to first order. Confidentiality 
and satisfaction guaranteed. 

THE REALIST Sample copy features the oarts 

left out of editor Paul Krassner's book, 

Confessions of a Raving, Uneon fined Nut: 
Misadventures in the Counter Culture', Robert 

Anton Wilson on Hie false memory syndrome; 

RoSeanne Arnold's Iasi fax; the Piaster Casters 

revisited; and our usual roundup ol bizarre news 

Items. Sample, %? or free with subscription, $?3 

for 12 issues. 

«**■« * 
muM r 
■*«*(* 

JT 
M* 

CULTURE CONCRETE The "thinking radicals" 

magazine, says Vine Reader Yes, but it's monel 
The current ssue asks Whatever Happened to 

Marxism?" and includes Interviews with poet and 

novelist Paul Auster. David Harrington of the 

Kronos Quartet, a host of people from the San 

Fransisco Mime Troupe, plus original fiction, poet¬ 

ry, graphics, cartoons and more. 

joi hs \L nr suKSiSf. 

(Joou.ioritci 
- *— . T— - w V si rm 

= s=.^; -■ ■—.Jtc 

JOURNAL OF NURSING JOCULARITY s a 

nursing journal parody that pokes fun al nurs¬ 
ing, doctors, h&Sp tals and the insane world of 
medicine. WOT for the reader who holds the 
field of medicine id reverence "One of the Ten 
Best Magazines of 199L A wild, sick magazine 
that deserves immediate attention,"—Library 
Journal. Sample, $4; one-year subscription {4 
issues), $12. 

r«**P rinH V VP* - 4 DfcrtlaaPf ■ 

rjftl 
L_, - —-■ *«■ 

11' l *** 

During Ole Inquisition people Were burned at the 
stake for mini nn the i- mb of -nras that GNOSIS 

runs in every issue. Articles, interviews and 

reviews on subjects like Psychedelics subtle bod¬ 

ies, polytheism, secret societies, and mystical 

sex. Hi«e-lime Alternative Press Award Final¬ 

ist- Sample $6; four-issue Subscription, $20. 
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"A benbbonetl letter bomb to the core address of 

consensus reality/' Glassy, seditious. Sample, 

$7.00; five issue subscription, $24.00; interna¬ 

tional, $50-00. MONDO 2000. P.O. Box 

10171, Berkeley,, CA 94709. 

-~A—A—A- 

FUTURE SEX is inteHlgent erotica lor the 90s 
and fceyond. Created hymen and women, Future 
$?x spotlights the fusion of sex and technology: 
virtual reality sex, lucid sex dreaming, cyborg 
satire. Plus features, Interviews, erotic fiction, 
reviews, and cutting-edge erotic photography. 
Full color, glossy. 4 issues, $18. Sample, $6. 

FLATLAND: ALIEN NATION. How come some 

people talk to aliens through their TVs and you 
only get cable? We survey a different terrain of 

suppressed and secret books; this year's theme is 

UFOs and ALIENS. G4 pages of interviews, In- 

depth reviews and mail-order books. Features 

"The New Master Machine Race," "The New 

Blue Fascism," Adam Parfrey [Apocalypse 
Culture), interviews Bd Gritz on CIA drugs, 
JFK, and Satanic abductions. More than a mag¬ 

azine, you can order books directly from our 

wide listing of conspiracies, Reich's orgone, 
media wrenchers, fiction and raw history. Jam 

packed. "An outland cf assassination gnosti- 

dam"— The Washington Post. One copy, $4.00. 

-A 

OPTION covers the world of music with a depth 
and scope no other publication can match. Every 

full-color issue spans exotic and established 

artists, in profiles and hundreds of CD reviews. 
Plus: in depth reports on topics from body art, 

queer musicians, and spoken word to Chita no 

rap and the new acid culture. 

For the past IQ years NEW AGE JOURNAL has 

been at the vanguard of the new psychology, per¬ 

sonal development, and social transformation, 

New Age Journal was originally founded by 

George Bernard Shaw and some of the nine¬ 

teenth century Transcendentalists. In the begin¬ 

ning of the 1900s this magazine presented the 
foremost visionary loaders of the twentieth cen 

tury, Relaunched in 1974, New Age Journal 
continues to be the leading edge magazine 

exploring the limits of human potential. You can 

save 50% on a single copy by sending $2,00; fry 
a one year subscription for only $12.00. hLilf the 
regular subscription price. 

SKEPTICAL INQUIRER ]f you've ever wanted 

to know the real story behind psychic powers, 

haunted houses, UFOs, and other alleged para¬ 

normal mysteries, then this s the magazine for 

you. Its weapon is t^E devastating one of common 

sense, and it wields it with an attractive humor. 

"You can't get this i ft format ion anywhere 

else."— Whole Earth Review, Sample, $3-00, 

National Public 
Humor Newsletter 

It's Funny, 
An ODin^nui mcmlhJjy nmkHer with a decidedly 

diirw point of vtrw. Thrrr'i nothin f *l$f Ilk* 

NFHN. NOTHING! If your unit of humor knows 

no bounds, NFJ1N In for you. Poll Urn I & Social 

Comktary. Abuwd N rwv Jokri. CurlOOIti, 

Simple issue- 31.SO. Annual Subscription™ $1$ 

RnW HUMOR, WELL DONE 
Since 19001 

* * * i 

HYSTERIA-WOMEN, HUMOR <£ SOCIAL 
CHANGE. At last, a magazine for thinking 

women. Fine writing and zinging cartoons to 
explore the dimensions of the whole woman and 

the complex challenges she faces in our society, 

whether a radical, careerist, mother of three, or 

ail of the above. Feisty, feminist and funny. 

Hysteria will get you laughing anti leave you 

thinking. $18, four issues; $4,95, sample issue. 

A ilk 

Ever dream of quit'n the job and hft'n the road? 
Do it now through the madcap adventures of 

MONK. Publishing from an RV. usmg a sotar- 

powered Mao, the Monks and their cat, Dolly 

Lama, expose weird, wonderful America in their 

clever and campy quarterly. Named 1991's 

"Not Magazine" by Rolling Stoner “Kuralt 

meets Kerouac with Laurel and Hardy thrown 
mH—Newsweek. 
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Pr*« hu b**n d—niwd at m* 

"MrDsl DanQomiM Pwbs in A/nenca.' 

w ■ ixk oi itKtivtd rtadtra dugr**. 

0 Ufl AtUTlME B£*T-S£UJEFt; 

GET EVEN; Tti* CompM* Book of Dirty Trick* 

A hltarlou* e^postlon ^ th* m*trioda p&Qt*?' UM to Q& 

frrtfl Wllh big bualriMi, QOrtmirwrt and paraona h» 

mitt For pupem only, 5 1/2x81 fi, 
hartlotw- Soft pp. UJ.9G PfO 

Catalog of nw 600 bock and vklao Hat. $3. 

VISA or MASTEflCAAD hotdtiis. CALL1-eog-^7?-4393 

A "A 

Sex is funny! And ONE FISTED TALES is the 
funniest se*. comic nook around. Hot Works col¬ 

lects some of the furmest, sexiest strips from the 

popular One Fisted Tales comic book series, 

Great a*! and fun stories by popular artists like 

Saavedra, Dorkin, Garcia and mare, $12,95 and 

$1,00 postage. Or check out our catalog, 

A A 

THE FUNNY TIMES 
A great monthly collection of America's nest 
cartoons, comics and funny stores. Humor, pol¬ 
itics and fun from Dave Barry, Tom Toles, 
Sylvia, Life in Hell, Lynda Barry, Bizarre, 
Quigmaus and many others. Sample, $2,: L2 is¬ 

sues, $17.50. 

A A 
8LT, the seria 

killer of humor 
zines, at age four, 

spawned the coun¬ 
terculture erotic 

magazine BLUE 
BLOOD for vam¬ 

pire sex, leather- 

sex, tattooing, 

cybersex, piercing, 

medieval sex, and 
rock and roil sex 

photos and more 

funny cartoons. 

"Photos 50 hot I'm 

having trouble keeping my pants on" — 

Fact sheriS "Slickly produced and genuinely 

entertain mo -Screw, "Lots of glossy pho¬ 

tos... Iict on and interesting columns" Ghastly. 
"Kudos t( Blue Blood"-The Nose. Black 
Leader Times IBLT) subscription + Catalog, 

SB; Blue f-‘. subscription, $22; Blue Blood 
sample ;.j. k issue, $8. 

If you have questions 

regarding a Required Reading 

order, write: 

To advertise in Shop-o-Matic, 
■ 

call (212) 633-6550. 

For spy subscription information, 

call 1-800-333-8128, 

i 

Exposing tiie weird and Wild West, the NOSE 
sniffs out gossip, gambling, lies, disease, terror, 

psycho cults, unexplained phenomena, smut, filth, 

drugs, guns, civic sleaze, mindless cruelty, violence, 
embezzlement, dead animals ard much more. 

"■Stands out amongst the scads of hyperhip maga¬ 
zines."—San Francisco Chronicle. "Very much like 

SPY, but without the swelled head."—Gannett 

News Service, Sample, six issues, $15. 

Comedy 
magazine 

What a great 

ideal Articles, 

jokes, & quotes 

from hottest 

comedians: Jerry Seinfeld, Steve 

Martin, Tim Allen, Elayne Eoosler, 

Phyllis Diller, Rodney Dangerfield, 

Johnny Carson, jay Leno, David 

Let term a n & More! 132 pages, fouf- 
color. Sample issue S3. 6 issues $20. 

Credit card subscribers 
1-$00-266-3888 

A 

>AFFLER OAFFl 
d ,_jF 1. 1 h _. 

/'unity- 

NOTHING 
1UI>.. 1.L11..B l*M r-"\ 

rl». Ml* 

Had enough of the Boomers- self rightEaus 
hand-wringing over the depravity of our "twen¬ 
ty-some thing’1'' generation? Tired of bEirig told 
what "we" wear, believe, and listen to? BAF¬ 
FLE the Boomers by declaring this sham debate 
null and void. Subvert the conn modification of 
youth culture; subscribe to THE BAFFLER the 
journal of genuine dissent, the magazine :iiat 
finds chunks of the culture industry in its stool, 
"One of the 10 Best Magazines- of 1990'' Li¬ 
brary Journal. An organ of "healthy irrever¬ 
ence"—Studs Terkel. "Very clever...perhaps (oo 
clever"—spy. Sample, $5; 2 issues, $e. 

A A 

YELLOW SILKt Journal of Erotic Arts, You 

want to see my etchings? All new from Paris: 

explicit drawings from de Maupassant's naugh¬ 

tiest tale. Plus stunning sensual photography, 

the best erotic writing being done anywhere n 

die world today, games, and more. For the cnly 

col or Quarterly: sample copy: $7.50, And due to 

a tax rollback, subscriptions are now only $23— 
you can enjjay the best for only pennies more 

than the rest! Circle number or 65, or for 

credit card orders only, call 1-BQ0-GREEN-71. 

A 
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Welcome to spy's SHGP-O-MATfC, the foolproof method of acquiring every¬ 

thing you need—or at least an easy way to buy lots of swell stuff you 

might not find anywhere else. SHOP-O-MATIC features a cavalcade of 

goods and services. Collect them all! Swap them with your friends! Just 

follow these simple SHOP-O-MATIC instructions: 

1. With your pen or pencil and reply coupon at hand, browse through 

SHOP-O-MATIC. 

2. When you see something you wont, circle the corresponding number on 

the reply coupon, 

3. Drop the reply coupon in the mail. 

4. Sit back and wait for mail-order mania to begin! 

(Actual S C Highway Sign) 

PERFECT GIFT! Greer sign emblazoned on 
to - ii:e " 0 oz ceramic m jgs- $S 50 sac tV 
So 50 each addition a! Green sign on wfr i;«- 
dumper ts: ckers 2 for SS SO cr ' C far $20 00 

ORDER ROW FOR HOLIDAY DELIVERY! 

* Fine pea pi e wi'e- 

vm you money 

- Find childhood 
SYraefhewfc 

’ Find imalrtwy buddies. 

■ find rowing relatives 

* Check Ik backgrounds 
cl hiwy, friends 

owl employees 

Expanded, Updated and Revised for 1994. team bow to check other people's 

driving records, run ihdr plates, learn lo pull a copy of someone's traffic tickets 

to find them, use the Post Office's own policy to give you the street address on 

certain P,G, Boxes, learn to look into other people's divorce records, check into 

other people's bankruptcy records,, corporation files and arrest records. 

Including little-known search techniques that have been used on cases featured 

on Maury Povich, A Current Affair, Hard Copy and Rescue ?) L 

Available as 370-page book or a 70-minute video. $19.95 each, plus S4.00 S&H. 

VIDEO TAPES HOI RETURNABLE: DAMAGED TAPES REPLACED. 

By Joseph J. Culligan 
Lir#^iipd PptvdIw knvuJi^gnfbr 

Bernini 
RODEO DRIVE 

USA 94 
BEVERLY HILLS 
Wear the name of Die most impressive clothing 
store with the most impressive 2 p cod'e across 
your chest- Thes one of a hind, high quality T- 
shirt is available in a variety of colors and is 
yours for only $17.50 by calling 1-300 BERNI¬ 
NI. When placing your order be sure to ask 
about pur cap and towels. International orders 
welcome. 

Finally, a magazine for the single man. ‘his top 
gnahty publication features very attractive, ehgi 
ble, single women who art genuinely Interested in 
finding a relationship. A photo of each bathe- 
lorette accompanies her profile so you can get ac¬ 

quainted with her looks as well as lM?r personality, 
]f ariy of the ladies interest you, there Is a number 
that you can call to set up a date. Sri add Lion to 
up dose and personal profiles featured in each 

issue, BACHELQRETTES offers Fashion 
Hca'th and Finance departments, a Date guide. 
Single calendar of events, interesting articles arid 
a whole iol of humor. Single copy, $6.95; sub¬ 
station, $24,95. 

■-„ 

_ 
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Bur The ftfen, The My*, fTta Hflrfrnster 
Knwi m F-ance as L’EMendtr 

n jerman,- as Das aid tfl 
t« Good 0 c u.S. of A as fw Detendard 

BUG'S LUSTY UaUOR. The drinker's Bible nf 
sleaze, filth and sex. ‘‘‘Leg Spreaders/1 "Scream 
ing Orgasms/' ‘■'Flying Wet Dream/' "Sex With¬ 
out Partners " a drink so Easy £0 make you can 
do it with on hand behind your back. These and 
a Wee-Bonn e-Butt- Load of other drink recipes 

for your oral gratification. Spiral bound on 
heavy paper. $10.00. Hairball Productions. 

ANY SIMILARITY TO PERSONS LIVING OR 
BEAD IS PURELY COINCIDENTAL and 
kM/ffS AND ALL, the two hilarious antholo¬ 
gies of comics by Drew Friedman and Josh A!an 
Friedman, available from Fantagraphics Bcoks,. 
620 hi, a5th St., Seattle, WA 98103. "An ex¬ 
traordinary series of elegantly satirical comic 
strips"—Ken Tucker, The Philadelphia 
Inquirer, p. 1,0,0,, $12.95; Warts, $9.95. 

- 

ASIA BLUE-world's largest color catalog of 

imported videos, books and toys. 85 photo-ffiled 

pages including amateur home videos, nudism 
and more. A col lector's item. Video Specials: 
Manji £ras Flashes, 600 women flash in pub¬ 

ic, $35, vhs; United Nations Nude. 40 women 
of all oat ana;ities in their first nude video, $35, 
2 hrs, vhs. Privacy assured. State age. 
VISA/MC accepted. Fax, l-01B-88f»-DOl7. 

SURVEILLANCE 

Tlie Latest High Tech 
Professional Electronic Devices 

Our lukLsi catalog is PACKED 
with a HUGE selection of sur- 

veill a nee countercurvei[lance/ 
privacy devices, including: covert 

video equipment, transmitter 
kits, telephone recording systems 
touch tone decoders, scanners, 
telepl ione tap detectors, bug 
detectors, voice disguisers* 
telephone scramblers, tape re¬ 
corder detectors, locksmithing 
tcx)ls and more. 

CATALOG $5-00 

A 

1993 marl XAKDRIA's nineteenth year. Our 
36-page c t.ilog features an exclusive collection 
of pe- so s. vibrators, water-based lubricants, 
sensually 1 ■ ■ :i videos and tapes dedicated to 
com nun ic.ii on and sensual well-being. Our 
money-bat ■ guarantee: confidentiality, quality, 
100% sat ^faction. $4 {applied toward first 
order). MuS- beat least 21 years old. 

W4LK1Nft MAN t MCH4IU tftONAIM 

Clothing for being at home wherever you are. 

Designed: for man, remarkably wearable by 

women. Generoutly cut and made in the USA. 

Prices from $50 to $1500. Please write: Cronan 

Artefact 11 Zos Street, San Francisco, CA 3*107- 

1709. Call 416.543.5222 or fax 415.543.4482 to order 

the clothing that Elvis is wearing, right now. 

Free cataloguu. 

A 
If you have questions 

regarding a Sbop-o-Matic 

order, write: 

MHilM 

To advertise in Shop-o-Malic, 

call (212) 633-6550. 

For spy subscription information, 

call 1-800-333-8128. 

m 

Get even with everyone you 'love to hate1 by 
blowing them to bits in 'Urban Commando'V 
the new aeiidausly w eked Macintosh computer 

game! Featuring machine-gun toting TV 

Evangelists, at id spitting Metermaidsr fire 

breathing Bill Collectors, and others! With stun¬ 

ning 256-color graphics, sound, and animation. 
Only $29,95 +• shipping & handling. Call 24- 

hours (-U5) 252-6464 for credit card orders & 

info. From RJ BEST, the ‘bad boys' of comput¬ 

er games. Requires a 256-coior/grayscae sys¬ 

tem and 2MB free RAM. Available for Windows 
in early '94. 

BANNED BOOKS! Five bocks gets you this 

giant, 230-page, heavily 1 lustrated catalog of 

forbidden books and videos from LOOM PANICS 
UNLIMITED: Fake J.D., Disguise, Surveillance, 

Police Manuals, Lotkpi eking, Revenge, 

Avoiding Taxes, Privacy, Smuggling, Exotic 

Weapons, Life Extension, Human Oddities, Sex, 

Drugs, Intelligence Increase, Anarchism, and 

Much More! "An astonishing line of books/' 

says Tne Washington Post 11A rousing, outra¬ 

geous, and most certainly authority-enraging 

assortment of literature," says Whole Earth 
Review. Satisfaction Guaranteed! $5, 
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Back of the Book 

Spin on the Electronic Superhighway 

by Ellis Weiner 

Remember last month’s column, when I an¬ 

nounced my intention to explore the Internet? Well, I’m back. 

Frankly, it feels as if I’ve never left, and, frankly, I never have. 
That s the beauty of it: You can get comments from a guy in France 
about the overabundance in his town of bass players or divulge the 
lyrics to Night and Day" to a woman in Italy (she had posted a gen¬ 
eral query) without ever leaving your squalid office. 

Bur first you have to get “there.” Many corporations and universities 

provide free Internet access to their employees and students, and if you 

don’t seem to have any talent." Not 

bad, 905! And how reassuringly sane, 

compared with lWIZARDs panting, 

Peter Lorre—ish entry. Having thought¬ 

fully provided the category DOG, 
iWrZARD entered beside it, ' Have a 

pure bred lab/boxer mix, very rare..... 

ha ha..*.her name is MAXIE,’’ 

Understandably unnerved, I fled to 

the he-man reassurance of macho, 
rugged Member-Name 222, who after 
LIKES stated, "Kicking hack by a roar¬ 

ing bonfire in the Texas badlands with 

good friends and cold beer’ No fussy 

period, no pan tywaist irony “no com- 

punerd he. Or so he wanted us to 
think, 

Bur immediately following this 

computer cowboy s entry came a plain¬ 

tive cry; half in wonder, half in despair, 

all in caps. Member-Name 224TZ 
wrote, after OCCUPATION, 111 AM 

AN INSULATOR. THIS WORK IS 

VERY INTERESTING AND IT 
TAKES ME TO TO VARIOUS 

STRANGE PLACES." Polite and in- 
live in a major city, chances are you can 

sign up with a local commercial service. 
But if you live in a minor city (or, like 

me, in a major town), you must select 

from among several national on-line 

services, not all of which feature what in 
our house we call full Internee connec¬ 
tivity. Some restrict you to E-mail. 

Now, experiencing the Internet through 

E-mail is like experiencing Mardi Gras 
by being confined to your hotel room 

with your relatives. I had to find a ser- 
rtf 

vice offering complete Ner access. 

When I did, I assumed it attracted a 
serious, sophisticated clientele with 
high intellectual standards, i.e., totally 

excellent people like me. But who 
would they be? The Member Directory 
asked only for your name, hardware 

and software; everything else about this 

mini-auto-bio, including its very cate¬ 
gories, could be added at rhe member's 

discretion or lack thereof. Who was out 
there in my wonderful new compunity? 

One person evinced a winnmgiy 
self-deprecating sense of humor: After 

INSTRUMENT, Member-Name 905 
wrote, I own several guitars, one elec¬ 
tric Gibson explorer, and an ovation 
[j/f], and Gibson acoustic. However 1 

7 1 SPY JANUARY W1 
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nocuous enough on the surface..,hut 

was there not something tortured in 

the blunt simplicity of the language, in 

the telling scammer of the “to to ? 

Didn't the "very interesting" ring a lit¬ 

tle hollow, the "strange places" feel like 

strangled euphemism? Wasn't this 

poor individual really confessing, “All 

right, yes, f am an insulator. Snip me 

before I insulate again!'1 

We may never know. Certainly I 

wouldn't, because I was busy being 

both titillated and annoyed by Mem¬ 

ber-Name 2HEARTS, a couple who 

told me lor my information, as though 

I had asked, 'DISLIKES; As to Hot 

chat, don? bother wasting your 

keystrokes or your breath. The only one 

we hot chat with is each other :)“ They 

weren't kidding. After revealing, in the 

category PERSONAL, “This is where 

we met, got to know one another, fell 

in love, and now we're together? they 

offered a demo of, il not l lor, then cer¬ 

tain Iv Warm char: 

STATUS: Engaged, we’re very 

much in love :) [Note the colon- 

parenthesis smiley faces,] 

STATUS2: Pam, Your my sweetie 

and I think the world of you_ 

..yummy:) 

STATUS 1: Tad, I adore you...you 

are so sexy I! 

TERM-SOFT QmodemTD 

I breathed hard for a second at this 

last entry, a boast of sexual shenanigans 

having something to do with football— 

until I realized it referred to the couple's 

terminal (i.e,, computer) software and 

co m m u ei it a c io n s prog ra m. 

I say “couple," but bear in mind 

that it's impossible to confirm the sex, 

age or actual existence of anyone post¬ 

ing yummy-sweetie cyber talk on-line. 

Tad and Pam could be just what they 

seem—two swell kids who are just nuts 

about each other—or they could be 

anything else: two men, two women, 

one of either, a troop ot snickering Cub 

scouts, two ICBM-silo minders long 

forgotten and gone mad, etc. 

“ M Y CO M PA N Y E X PO RT 

GRAINS TO FOREIGN COUN¬ 

TRIES? shouts another member after 

the oddly Japanese, Oedipal category 

"BUSINESSMAN What you notice. 

alter a night of reading these entries, is 

a decidedly tripartite cast to things: 

You are in the company of either rea¬ 

sonably modest citizens, crackling 

sparking odd balk or greeting-card sen¬ 

sualists. And by the latter T don't only 

mean 2HEARTS and their Hot chat. 1 

mean this: 

“LIKES: To have a long enjoyable 

walk on a secluded beautiful beach 

with someone special. A romantic din¬ 

ner by candlelight and soft classical 

piano music. To relax and unwind in a 

hot tub. And biking for exercise!!" This 

from someone whom I’ll call Bill. Bill 

is one of the very few members brave 

enough and sufficiently articulate to 

even dare to cite his PHILOSOPHY, 

and he does not stint: 

“To experience the oneness with 

all of what the world has to offer. To 
grasp each moment, one by one, and 

enjoy it to the fullest: l ik e picking 

the finest wine and savoring its 

exquisite f;avor throughout the most 

memorable meal. To Love one anoth 

and enjoy each mome ent spent to¬ 

gether, however long or short, lor life 

The Music Gift That Keeps On Giving... 

GRP CHRISTMAS COLLECTION 
VOL. 

DAVID BENOIT 

DAVE GRUSIN 

B.B. KING 

RAMSEY LEWIS 

KIM PENSYL 

SERGIO SALVATORE 

DIANE SCHUUR 

TOM SCOTT 

HILLY TAYLOR 

YELLOWJACKETS 

THE COMPLETE 

GRP CHRISTMAS 
VOLS. I, II, III 

3 CD SET 
Buy two CDs, 

7 get one CD free! 

I 34 artists 
36 holiday favorites 

FEATURING: 
Acousnt Alchemy Carl Anderson Patti Austin 

David Benoit Gary Burton Chick Curia Elektric Band 
Eddie Daniels Mark Egan Kevin Eubanks Rust Freeman 

Dave Grusin Don Grusin Deborah Kensom-Conant 
George Howard B.B. King Laima Ramsey Lewis 

New York Voices Kim Pensyl Nelson Rangell 
Lee Rite hour Sergio Salvatore Arturo Sandovai 

Diani Schuur Tom Scott Special EFX 5mo Gtra 
Daryl Stdermer Szakcsi Billy Taylor Dave Valentin 

VorCEIOXIHG YeUOWJACKETS YUTAKA 

Available this Holiday Season- at 

YOL'R FAVORITE RETAILER OR TO ORDER BY PHONE, 

call 800-551-7200 

JAN l A U Y • ■ spy ~ i 
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The CRUNCH mood hat. 
(adjustable) 

.Q (A Q_ m o c 
(XI 
du 
k- 

D1 

Crunch Gear Store 
21 30 Broadway 787 3471 

Crunch Fitness 
54 E 13th St 475 2018 

140 Charles ST 633 6S63 
162 W 83 rd st 875 1902 

is bur a brief journey in a smali 

world. To fully cherish nature and its 

dclicai c balance with mankind,1 

Ones Self feels full to bursting in 

a giant kaboom of ecstasy and a 

magnificent emotion of feeling, that 

such a Man could express Life in such a 

way Then one notices Bill's OCCUPA¬ 

TION, No wonder, to him, life is but a 

brief journey in a small world—he’s an 

"Airline pi lot T He lists his LOCA¬ 

TION as "San Diego, Philadelphia, 

Dallas.1’ Finally, in true Digital Age 

fashion, one gathers the data and wises 

up. Bill, apparently, is sending out I’m- 

sensuive-’n'-sexy messages in the hopes 

chat someone special in S.D., Philly or 

Big D will E-mail him a come-hither 

before his next, uh, layover. 

And why not? What would you 

rather do with your computer, down¬ 

load da ta-com press ion utilities or 

score chicks? Good lor Bill And good 

for me, I've learned the first lesson of 

life on-line, which is that the people 

you meet will be the people who 

write—i.e., the people who, for better 

or worse, have something to say. In 

that spirit, then, perhaps LALOBA 

should have the last word: 'Tn the 

labyrinth of the mind, there are many 

realities, I have visited but a few.” 

(That's just her Member-Name, 

silly. Her Name name is Wolf 

Woman,) £) 

Un-British Cross word, continued'from page 80 

age of ten, why not convert to Southern 

Baptism? Up to 100 percent of your 

household will go to heaven if there s 

an earthquake, and it there's a heaven. 

While your children are little you 

won't have rhe time, energy or dispos¬ 

able income co do anything chat the 

Southern Baptist Convention doesn't 

want you to do anyway. Most impor¬ 

tant, you can reassure the youngsters: 

' Santa Claus is God's brother and 

Ashley and Jeff are lost souls and no 

you can t have a penis, that's nasty. 

None of the other things you want 

except Velociraptor will fit into 

Santa’s sleigh." 

"Ilow come?" 

"There's a secret formula. And good 

is not asking any more questions." J 

JN-BRITISH CROSSWORD ANSWERS 

ACROSS 

1 and 4. Err into my plus charms its rear¬ 

ranged C crazy"). 

10. Scrooge is a miser. Is in REM backward 

("retro"). 

14. Boa plus st plus fully. 

10. Here back (unctions as part of the defini¬ 

tion of item and also to put the Mets into 

turnaround. 

20. "Sort of" signals that Tell its a hay is to 

be rearranged. 

22. "A mess" here serves rhe same function 

as "sort of" above. 

23. There is, of course, no etymological con¬ 

nection between manger and AJ for malt plus 

anger, but presumably male rage lurks ev¬ 

erywhere. Maybe Joseph was seething, I 

don't know. Who has ever identified with 

hapless Joseph? All he did was fail to reserve 

a room. Maybe if Lamaze classes had been 

available to him, he would have had a role in 

the first Christmas. Somewhere I read re- 

cenrly rhac Freud's question "What do 

women want'" was "phallic exasperation 

masked as philosophic inquiry." If men had 

any gumption, they (we, actually) would 

come up with a female equivalent for "phal- 

lie exasperation." But no, we just sulk and 

sputter and fume. After assuming there 

would be a vacancy somewhere along the 

way. The three wise men were men, of 

course, but what did they do? "Myrrh/' J 

can hear Mary muttering. "Frankincense. 

Very nice. What 1 need is a room." “Well," 

the wise men say, “we did our best." (Joseph 

has already said this.) And Mary answers in 

the immortal words of Hester in the Harry' 

Crews novel The Gypsy's Curst—and hey. I’m 

not saying for one minute char she is. not en¬ 

tirely justified. Alary answers in the immor¬ 

tal words of Hester: “1 m tired of hearing 

that. That’s what my parents give me and 

you give me and everybody gives me. Who 

cares if something's the best if you can't 
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stand it? Tin nor interested in what your 

best is, I'm interested in something I can 

stand,” 

Zb. “Dragon-slaying saint" is Gfttrge. With¬ 

out E for energy is a synonym for stuff , 

27. "Frogs' island" is tie, French (or island. 

28, 29. “Spiked eggnog" is Christmas cheer, 

'Af's rich. Afr. rearranged (“befuddled") is 

Christmas. Hooray! is a cheer, 

DOWN 

2. He in /\£AI. I don't know that there is any 

significance in the fact that REM occurs 

twice in this puzzle, once as the ruck group 

and once as the sleep. The wist men were a 

group, and when they got there, the babe 

was, as I understand it, asleep. And did he 

dream chat someday millions of candy canes. 

Styrofoam and real, would be merchandised 

in his honor? It seems conceivable that 

someday there will be a whole new religious 

holiday organized around the birth dare of 

some rock figure, except chat it would prob¬ 

ably be Elvis, which means that people 

would have to pass out Cadillacs under the 

tree, which seems impractical, 

A. Cad embracing r ("religious leader," that 

is ro say the first letter in wlifriwus). 

7. Nike was a missile (sounds like mistJe) be¬ 

fore it was a sneaker. To begin with, she was 

a goddess. Goddess to missile ro shoe. Ooh. 

That's capitalism, I guess. And, bey, a shoe 

is a good thing. As lung as godlike basket¬ 

ball players endorse it. 

15* 1 am not going to get into this. It's a 

matter of faith. There is no indication in the 

Scriptures that Joseph wanted to get into it, 

either. 

17. G lacumu Meyerbeer's real name was 

Jakob Liebmann Beer. That doesn't have 

anything to do with this puzzle, and neither 

does this, but I thought you might like to 

know: According to the Rand mu House Dit- 

tternary of the English Language, the word beer, 

as in suds, is "of disputed and ambiguous 

origin," which seems appropriate. 

25. The scorekeeping symbol lor a strikeout, 

or whiff, is, of course, jK. A knight is a sir. 1 

forget which country has Kris Kringle in¬ 

stead of Santa Claus, but one of them dors, 

Americans used to talk about Kris, and St. 

Nick, and Father Christmas, more than they 

(by that 1 mean we) do now, because Santa 

used to Itc so central to the culture that we 

needed synonyms lor him. Nip singers used 

to put out records about “Santa Baby" and 

so on. Does Santa appear in raj.1)? 

Don't mean nothing whether we been good, 

Santa ain't cornin' to the 'hood, 

Say you makin' [isrs, checkin' 'em twice, 

Old tat white dude' Get yo ass iced. 

Santa ajn't cornin' co the 'hood, 

Santa ain't cornin' to the 'hood. J 

When cocktails won't do. 

Du unto others. 
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Gifts & «ov£LT»es Correspondence 

Lkvi Presley's -iml M-irilvn Monrin-'s l-isi Will -iru? 
Ti'Kamum S20 jpers hurti copies Sirul .iu-ik. inrinti 
Older At )>. Hox MNi-S. Mirinn, < L I if • I J i 

LIFESIZE HUBUAr HUBwy many mrar, Si^n 'Em Up. 
121 Mt-v Mh Si.. Hi cfcsv i ] lt% NY It Hi 13 

SNOW DOMES BY MAIL. Weird strad %omkrlul 
GLOBAL SHAREDP. 2263 WwTood Blvd. #618* Loo 
Angdoy ( A UOi.iO k Cjulug *2. 

Health & Fitness 

OUT OF BODYWORKS Journey »mo Motion Shi 
.irai Rbdvw<irk Murray Hill. (2123 3 3- 

PlIB LI CATIONS 
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WANT TO FiL IN A BOOK' Re^.irchrr tonkin* tor 
Civnentrion X Ltds <.i*v ill-T-fM Write io tell me wlial 
t,nti're up tu hjppjr, N-n-il. mjch-MiUjI. or ;,m In 
Stfld Litter and nr pinurri u* I.*' km* inf the l/ni Citn 
er.it itjrt. Box 321*)$. Mpls. MN ^ I *2. 
iti-inirtilri i-rilirHiri i - ■ r i i if ■ p i I ■ * • ■ • f H - i 4 S -f HI- + + t f 1 “n 1 ^ # i* 
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i|ujrfertj f)/,7 l\,n Hr , ,■ >■■: Sent! 510 • lic-tjiit- Hi lOF. 
IV9 Ave RtL, Toronto, Ciiiuda, MMi 7MU Tel Fj* 
(16-975-261 i. 

LOADS (LAUGHS! WHATMHT Hl.IMl.IK NEWS 
LLITER (Ml BOX 167, Wesummi. IL f.mv>. Si 
issues. 

Free’ World’s, Ufjecsf Mtijcli-s maciuim-. ( upid’s Dtstiny 
lnitmptitiiuj lisfinu. Bc.iLilii.il ladies Handsome nitres, 
Pieutvi. Dtscriptiuns. Bds V»i~ SY. Reno, NV ROM A 

Homebeermaring 

FREE CATALOG! HOMES RE WING! New yog tan 
brew imp nr ijiuhty beers yuid .ties ur home e.i-iiy fi.tll 
Wmd-Rrsef Bfevvirl* I -80(J-26f>- f H H^S 2 i In-. 

Astrology_ 

REVEAL LOVER S FUTURE. Anuzinfi psychic, Inin 
Crystal juianwltvvd ‘jtt ■' avnjRitt Reunite lovers Solve 
.ill pftilsJtms Ltinrsplftth Immeduti' rts-uki CunSpli- 
mentury question. iHI ~j 2M's-VOI s 

Video 

FEMALE EJACULATION vidwt *49.95 * S6$lMi BT, 
Buis YK-HT7. Mm \ v.. f A V itHCt 

AMATEUR ADULT VIDEO CATALOG AND MORE1 
It ".viel stiake viui pant! Ca[jli>L; S.^.lln Oniv ■ U. P.O. 
ILpv ■ s i-S. MPLS. MN ■' uh 

SERVICES 

TERM PAPER assistance. IV.-'^S papers avjiljhli' iOO 
page <r jiulng^-rMsh i - 1111 K r search . IM22 Idaho. 
#206SP. Los Angeles 90023. TOLL-FREE HOTLINE; 
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BIG BROTHER KNOWS YOUR LIF.l ST OH V Order 
your FBI, CIA. IRS. DoD. NSA, Scaie records & more. 
Ji11 Send full name, ImthdjTUpJflve, >i>\: INI;OME- 
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Watches for Sale 

I M KT Goldpltred! Lowest PricesE 2 yr. Warranty! 
3 3r.iv> Vs i ; nr ’ Watm!1 Submjruis, Davn-rus. nth- 

ers! > fill) 682-1 l6fi9. 

THAI ASIA NT WORLDWIDE LADIES Desire mmjiiu- 
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Russian t untU'Ction. tvpresMus IIIQwi >«liutfd Kasdan 
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ft 11 h A merit in gentlemen Box Till f Dylan. CA 
9i51 ^(TOli I5HIXDD29W, 

ASIAN WOMEN! Sunshine Int i fiurresputulesite. Box 
5S(K)-AE. Kailua-Kona, 313 vf. 1 lA (H4)H 1 

Telephone Numbers 

Arr~uon U-ithtr CuxJdexs! I'rue Dtimination by phone! 
No limirsE All faniasies and fetishes, t-Rl3-667-4077. 

*1 ALL-LJFESTYLF DATE LINE. ImnirdiaEt response 
m ymirarea! l-W0dJ45-8^Hi INt Ml 57 suits ]Bt. 

DOMINANT St BMISSIVE 1.0VI ' Femh Intdligent 
•idulr i nnversjTi-.n C.J(IK; 2M I MP-t0 Lnve, Nantrv 

M AN TO MAX AL3 M ALI TALK UNF Live. Obt-on- 
oilt Nattonss i.it Bulletin Board "HlKh 7t■ A2“i 4 
Vis.il M< OnSs 5L75 |y-r man [vs vtmr rn.nl imly, r-.KXH 
uni n Vjfi, nnh 52 |V r ns in Must be IH or older. 
Touthtune phuilr required NPP PfndULliui'ts, Retiu, Nts. 

T i MS D I I'' Hi *1* Srs'iimy l.ivi ’ I nn stru tetl aduh un 
versatjon 5 5 25 min, '0 min minimum. 3 -150'i - -s A— . 
2524 Dis,jeeth hilled MC V ArnFx ES- 

TV/TSlCioss I>ressers. Live 1 -900-933-412 3. |299/miii 
15, NKP.Keim.NV 

■t - -T- - ------- - pTa ..ui.i ..i.ff-. ii i. si a ... i ; 

NAlTdlTY OK Nit | - ]-90tJ^26-8£W SI l/K mm. 

jMISIRFSS ID A i■; 11u:ais. efutliEe- in- Siiblni^sisr 
Sum nil'er unique phone taniasy. (90S) 2B i-K02S 

FROTH.'. LIV1 HOT TALK’ > KtUmJKK-StDn V Mt 

To pi ace sn ad. send n signals to SPY Classifies, h Union 
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Pease mdlide your dsylime tolephcne number and address 

For information, call 633 6&50 Ot fast r?37i 633 5848. 
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two or more months. All orders most be prepaid 
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Rubber Stamps 
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Atnu^inu . 
ChBuln^EiL' ? ^ 

PERSO.NVLIZED WATCH 
Niirnu. Monogram, Message or 7?7 

14K gold Dialed case ‘eashe' sirap, 
Japanese movement. & 1 year 
warranty Free gift box. £19.95 ea 
-$4.95 S&H Send Check/M .O 
to. Ghronographics, p.O, Box 1155 
Rosemead, CA 91770 or Can Toll Free 

1 -800-846-3564 Visa/MC | 
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Blcmiihif i. 0iap»r Boih. eic Ofhe?j 
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ROSEBUD 
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sue i This ufiusrJa!ly shaped pin will 

the fine54356 across! Only $5 ea 
H 3 60 ea iCA residents add 

sales tax) Special discounts 
ten 10 or mete 
RT PRODUCTIONS 505 So, Beverly 

Dr. Suite 070-A D-everly Hills, CA 90212-4542. 

You've heard Limbaugh tin the radio. YhiAe se&n 
him on TV. Perhaps you ve even read his hank. 
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MAGIC 
BULLET 

EARRINGS 
The perfect gift for the Kennedy 

Conspiracy Buffr Not Uv& 

Ammo! Jus! the same 6.5 

Mannhcher-Carcano buttel 

Oswald allegedly used to htt 

Kennedy, then Connalty and 

come out LOOKIN' PRETTY! 

Several models available, 

including silver plated 

S24 PAIR, $19 KEYRINGS 

214/328-9017 
P,0, BOX 181025 • DALLAS, IX15218 
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hfnur, jnwnaitive iumvrsaiion 
about fair mid rv&ttiottsbifm 

A game for 2 to 8 players 

& i 

-,te, 
^ /■ 

V lov©re&liars. 
S22.95 Vfsa/MG 1-800-267-8101 
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The UNDERSIDE af EVERYTHING 1 
Hie author Daniel T. H iteJison. lakes an oulside look al irie 
Irom fae underside A sdlledion oi poetry, short slones, odd 
opiniore and humorous remarks. "Hie price? A pateySiS.OO 
* *2 a'h Send cash, checks, money order VISA or MC 
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PFM PUBLISHING 
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Mrnwapdra, MN 55403 

"tr» not fair AOri oF thing i hik 
would wrJTft tnottw try 
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>6-2052 

ilAHD OUl IN 
A SHIRT" BY 

ROLOFF 
iLiia Our Evil Eym T khirl* 

TNtHm $14.95 
Ph.*l3«lS4 ri 

KHUnTl* 
S-W-L-KL l«’, M?0*i 
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(510) 654-1054 
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NEED A GREAT HOLIDAY GIFT FOR 
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COMPUTER-ADDICTED FRIENDS? 
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95 pg. paparbadk. cartoon art. Fun to 
read, 27 gag tricks & bets. FREE INFO. 

Only S5.SS CKh * Si SO SSH per ghf^. Alhyw J A 
wf+B, ScndCHcfWib: 
Nuw Thaii Purryi IWalVig F.O San 15788 
Ft LXKltwMt, FL3CTB 
im 4*??^ MC.YSA'JU^J( 

HOLIDAY GIFS FOR IRE “RIGHT"!!! 
“COUNT CLINTON OUT" to the END of his 
term in 97 on our 8X10 wall calendar, It has 
Bill & Hillary s Quotes (lies?) Blunders & 
Holidays elc/SIO + $2 s&h ea. 

RELATED TO CLINTON? HOPE NOT! 
Our 'CERTIFICATE OF AUTHENTICITY" 
proves that you are NOT related to Clinton! 
Send us the name(s) tor the cerlilicates 
$5 each includes shipping and handling. 
Send Ch or M0 (Ca add 7,5% tax) to RT 
PRODUCTIONS 505 So. Beverly Dr. Suite 
B70-AP Beverly Hills. Ca 90212 4542. For 2 
day delivery' add 32.90 per order 10 or more 
for discounts please write. 

THE TREMMEL T-SHIRT COMPANY 
CALL; 800- 
873-6635 
(THAT'S 80QTHEUMEL) 
FOR A FREE 

CATALOG 
n mimm ofsigns t 

ORDER. 
"SUCK/BLOW 
PULH-COLOH 0U WHITE 
HEAVYWEIGHT 100 . 

COTTON T-SHIRT 

M, L. XL: $16 
XXL; S18 

ADD 53,5 0 SHIPPING FOR 1 SHIRT. $4.50 FOH 2, 

3 OR MORE-FREE SHIPPING ■ 10AM - 7PM CENTRAL TIME 

IM”*GUARANTEED RETURN ■ MASTERCARD VISA AMEX 05CVR 

Dfl SEND CHECK CR MC TD P. 0. 60* ?2te94 - DALLAS, TX 75573 

SHIRTS BY BA YNHAii, BlZARRQ, ~ RALPH STEADMAN, 
RAY TROLL, PEGGY MURRAY, THE QUIGMANS," AND MORE! 

Live Psychic Readings 

1-900-820-1551 
52h min VfrcHv IS, 

Astrology. Daily Fonecaif, Compalibiliti 
I Friend vlnvenl, Lj-I l ivi^, IYtsi>:i jlitv rmli II1 :: mnrv... 

1-900-420-STAR 
S2~/inin- Af«f Iv IS 7 N 2 7 
1 i'J ryinfj'pjip iin1 f n i iffi Jrlhfiv>f V,-, ,nfj Prfi ..■ ft-i, • \ 1 

Amazing Grades. 
Sujjtr-chui |£*-d -rU#uamnteed h. hrip jm ilud^int In 

hlfth (V'V|, 

I'nllrflF li-i'h nr Iju 
^hi.P-1 ihf utUT 
mmup <Jur 
iitUdtrVfa' [(I’J dr1! 
Impfuit Jii jM-r-Jit 

-r fwdwr pemnt! 

800-74^6953 

ACE 7^S 

CABLE TV 
DESCRAMBLERS 
Converters & Accc-ssoric^s 

SAVE MONEY! OWN YOUR EQUIPMENT 
You ntm have a chares in awn 

-v Ip equ-pnie i access 
all premium and base c-iss ne 5 
A'l- r■.( ■ ■ . lowest prices I 
najpr brsme names including 
Zemth Jermld Scientific 
itlsnca. Tocorr and Pioneer 
FREE 3D day trial period and 1 

year warranty. So '! you are 
bred of the rising test (tf Cable TV 

CALL FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG TODAY. 
Addon Cable Company 

BOO/334-8475 

1AM \ K V I'J , SfY l) 
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The Un-British Crossword Puzzle 

Yo, Ye of Little Faith- 

Yule Believe or Be Damned 

by Roy Blount Jr. 

Who is Santa Claus ? What can we know about 

Santa Claus? And can we comprehend him through reason or 

only through faith—and is he a he, and is he a person? A being, 

even? And who says he is white, venerable, jolly and stout? These are 

questions that have troubled theologians for I don't know how long, 

but listen, that is how theologians make a living. An untroubled 

theologian would be as self-defeating as an unlitigious lawyer or a wait- 
and-see economist. Let the theologians look out for themselves. The 
important thing is what these crises of belief do to parents. 

Have you ever tried to explain to 

a small child that yes, Santa Claus 

does exist, in spite of what Ashley 

and Jeff said, bin he may be more of 

a spirit than a literal elf? 

’But there is a Mrs* Claus, 

right?'1 

"Well, again.. T 

'And the North Pole," 

“Yes! There is a North Pole/' 

“Striped?" 

ACROSS 

1 and 4, Take a false step into my 

charms—it's crazy season's greeting, 

(5,9) 
9- Studious Santa Gaus initially wrap¬ 

ping Arkansas in holly. (9) 

10, Scrooge is in retro rock band. (5) 

11. Inn has room for almost all ol Mus¬ 

lim holy month. (6) 

12t Too much water landed like Nativity 

scene at night. (8) 

14, Snake joins saint altogether immodestly, 

(10) 

16. Hold hack New Yorkers who can't play 

ball! (4) 

19. Bsrds in Jerusalem„ usually. (4) 

20. Tell us! A boy? Sort of. For sure, (10) 

22, "Unto us, I'm.*.." “A mess?" "Express¬ 

ing rebellion.” (8) 

23. Savior born here in male rage. (6) 

26. Dragon-slaying saint lacks energy for 

stuff. O) 

80 Wf JANUARY 1994 

27, Divert saint to frogs’ island for fare-beat¬ 

er s hurdle. (9) 

20 and 29* Spiked-egg nog-be fuddled? 'Ac's 

rich, Ms,,♦.Hooray! (9,5) 

DOWN 

1. Scrooge empowered but suffering, (9) 

2* In deep sleep, he put new edge on gar¬ 

ment, (5) 

3. Whoever you go out with December 23. 

(4,4) 

4. Send this at Christmas to heel embracing 

religious leader, (4) 

5. Macbeth shed what Nebuchadnezzar 

had.(5,5) 

“Well, it’s...nor like a,,,pole, 

sticking up.” 

“It's a spear?” 

Tcs,..no, its—what? 

“You said Santa was a spear." 

"A spie-fit." 

"Ob. Like a ghost?" 

"Well, what do you want him to 

bring you this year if you're good?” 

A swimming pool of my very own 

and Velociraptor and a horse and a twin 

sister and a Barney that's my size and 

can dance and puppies and a penis I can 

take on or off and go to Disney World 

and golden hair and a baby. And how 

are we defining good? Ashley and Jeff 

say Santa is your parents." 

“Well.,./' 

I suggest that we turn the whole 

question of Santa Claus over to the 

Southern Baptist Convention, which 

has worked out that 46.1 percent of 

people in Alabama alone are in line to 

bum in hell. 

The Baptists, according to the 

Associated Press, “took each county's 

population and subtracted from it 

the membership of all churches. 

After that. Baptist researchers used 

a secret formula to estimate how 

many people from different 

denominations and faiths were 

probably going to heaven," 

This is not theology, this is 

marketing. Marketing works* So 

until your children all reach the 

(Continued on page 76) 

6, Stands for something that sounds 

like it clashes. (6) 

7* Smack under this, we hear Nike 

takes a nether appendage. (9) 

0. Walk 14 and groove under holy 

man, (5) 

13* You put up those ornaments, now 

come dust 'em—/ Glorious tradition, 

or just ? (4,(5) 

15* Grown up? Er., ,er.. .the Virgin wasn't 

one. (9) 

17. Composer somehow makes merry with 

energy swallowing bee. (9) 

18. Monster time! Santa will bring spinoff's 

from the park. (8) 

21, A hair fixative divides North, South, 

Gabriel and Satan. (6) 

22. Johnson and wise men pick up a hun¬ 

dred. O) 

24. Sounds like ft Has in deceiving attire, (3) 

25. Kringle to whiff rising knight. (4) 

Answers appear i*n page 76, 
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Here’s what you get 

WHEN YOU CROSS A 

BHtNo 

WITH A 

Frank Zappa’s 

NEWEST RELEASE 

FEATURING EUROPE’S 

RENOWNED CLASSICAL 

musicians. The 

Ensemble modern 

RS R4 716PD 

Rhino Records is 

PROUD TD ANNOUNCE ITS 

NEW DISTRIBUTION DEAL 

WITH BARKING PUMPKIN 

records 

Available at record 

STORES OR CALL 

1 -aDa*432“DQ2P 
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